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ABSTRACT 

This report documents work carried forward over the fourth year of a five year ONR 

sponsored University Research Initiative (URI) entitled "Materials for Adaptive Structural Acoustic 

Control." The program has continued to underpin the development of new electro-ceramic, single 

crystal and composite materials combinations for both the sensing and actuation functions in 
adaptive structures. 

For the lead based perovskite structure relaxor ferroelectric electrostrictors, new 

experimental and theoretical studies have underscored the critical role of nano-scale heterogeneity 

on either A or B sites of the AB03 in promoting dispersive dielectric response and the very strong 

opposing role of elastic stress and electrostrictive coupling in suppressing polarization fluctuations. 

Most important for practical application is the regimen where, under high electric field nano-polar 

regions begin to amalgamate into ferroelectric macro-domains with very mobile walls lead to 

unusually large extrinsic piezoelectric coefficients. 

The program has explored a range of new relaxonferroelectric solid solutions which exhibit 

morphotropic phase boundaries between rhombohedral and tetragonal ferroelectric phases. Some 

of these compositions are much more tractable than PZT to grow in single crystal form. A major 

surprise is the very strong enhancement of the piezoelectric d^ and dj, in the crystal over that in the 

corresponding ceramic, and the massive anisotropy for different orientations and directions of 

poling. Optical studies suggest that the unusual effects reside largely in the extrinsic (domain 

controlled) response and we speculate about the mobility of walls in metastable phases, however 
further studies are required. 

Antiferroelectricrferroelectric phase switching studies in a wide range of compositions in 

the lead lanthanum zirconate stannate titanate system show that the first abrupt switchover to the 

rhombohedral ferroelectric phase only produces volume strain -0.2% as checked both by 

dilatometry and by X-ray. There is a large enhancement under higher field to -0.6% volume strain 

although the polarization does not change markedly. From thin film and single crystals studies 

there is mounting evidence of higher field ferroelectric:ferroelectric phase change, but again 
additional work is needed. 

Size effect studies in perovskite ferroelectrics are continuing on this program and on the 

NSF/MRG in MRL. Scaling of the 90° stripe domains in thinned TEM samples of tetragonal 

composition begin to show departure from the accepted 1/2 power law at sub micron sizes. The 

structure of domains under the three dimensional constraints of grains inside the ceramic is still 

however almost completely unknown. Computer modeling appear to show promise and codes are 

being explored which permit the mutual interactions to be varied and the corresponding two 

dimensional structures visualized. 



In composite sensors, the focus has continued upon the flextensional configurations with 

the new inexpensive cymbal shaped amplifier proving superior in every respect to the original 

"moonie." The flat section on the cymbal end cap permits very easy stacking of elements and work 

is now in progress to develop large area panels for low frequency testing at the Penn State ARL. 

Work has continued on the thin sheet 2:2 piezoceramic polymer composites, where the 

transverse poling and low density lead to a desirable combination of low electrical and low acoustic 

impedance. An alternative fabrication procedure using extruded PZT honeycomb appears most 
attractive. 

Two problems of major importance in actuation have been topics for study. First what are 

the "intrinsic" material limitations for high strain electrically driven actuation in polarization 

controlled systems, and secondly what are the practical limitations in multilayer actuators as they 

are currently fabricated and how may they be alleviated. Work on the first topic is now largely 

completed, showing that strains -0.4% could be switched more than 109 cycles in suitable PLZT 

compositions. Such reliability however requires near theoretical density, homogeneity, grain size 

control, critical attention to electrodes and electric field uniformity, none of which are adequately 
controlled in current actuator systems. 

For practical actuators fabricated by inexpensive tape casting and co-firing techniques 

electrode termination is a major problem. In the simple MLC like designs, cracks initiate at field 

concentrations associated with the tip of the buried conductor layer. A new floating electrode 

design has been found to reduce this problem. For cracking near the end surfaces, poling of the 

termination layers reduces their stiffness and markedly improves performance. In the conventional 

structures it is also found that the floating electrode may be used directly as an acoustic emission 
pickup, giving early warning of cracking problems. 

Under resonant driving conditions, the problems in actuators are markedly different. Heat 

build up and temperature run-away are significant problems traceable to dielectric loss, and new 

hard compositions and anti-resonant driving methods have been explored to reduce these 
problems. 

In integration work on the high activity 0-3 composites in nearing completion. A new type 

of zig-zag actuator is being explored for the capability to combine both longitudinal and transverse 

actuation. Under a new ONR sponsored program with Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

University new double amplifiers combining bimorph and flextensional concepts are being 
examined. 

Processing studies permit the fabrication of the wide range of compositions and forms 

required in these material researches. Rate controlled sintering is proving to be highly 

advantageous, particularly for reducing delamination in integrated structures.  Electrophoretic and 



dielectrophoretic forming are showing promise in green assembly of thick film components where 

high green density is critical. 

Thin film papers have been selected from the very broad range of work in MRL because of 

their relevance to transduction in piezoelectric and in phase switching systems. 
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The Effect of Ferroelastic Coupling in Controlling the Abnormal Aging Behavior 

in Lead Magnesium Niobate-Lead Titanate Relaxor Ferroelectrics 
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Abstract: 

The abnormal aging behavior, i.e., severe aging in the electric field induced piezoelectric 

coefficient while very weak dielectric aging, observed in the relaxor ferroelectric lead magnesium 

niobate-lead titanate (PMN-PT) ceramics under a DC electric bias field can be significantly 

reduced by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) treatment on pre-sintered samples. The aging can also be 

reduced by doping suitable amounts of either La (donor) or Mn (acceptor). We suggest that the 

reduction in the aging is due to the introduction of additional random fields into the material 

which reduces the probability of the growth of micro-polar regions into metastable and/or stable 

polar domains. The abnormal aging behavior and the effectiveness of HIP in reducing it indicate 

the importance of the elastic energy in controlling the aging and relaxor behavior in PMN-PT 

relaxor ferroelectrics. 

PACS No: 77.84.-s, 77.84. Dy, 81.40.-z 



I. Introduction. 

Aging or the change of the material properties with time is of great concern in many areas of 

application for ferroelectric ceramics. In the past decade, there are many experimental 

investigations devoted to the aging phenomena in the relaxor ferroelectric materials, especially in 

PMN-PT (Pb(Mgi/3Nb2/3)03-PbTiC>3) and PLZT (lanthanum modified lead zirconate titanate) 

solid solution systems.1*4 The objective of these investigations was to identify the basic 

mechanisms associated with aging phenomena so that they can be minimized and also to elucidate 

the polarization mechanism in this class of materials. From those investigations, it was found that 

aging in PMN-PT and PLZT exhibits quite different behaviors compared with those in normal 

ferroelectric ceramics such as barium titanate and lead zirconate titanate and is more complex.5 

For instance, as revealed by several recent experiments, aging of the dielectric behavior in PMN- 

PT depends strongly on the frequency and occurs even at temperatures where the material is in 

the pseudo-cubic phase (non-ferroelectric phase). In addition, aging was found to be not log 

linear with time but follows a time dependent curve of stretched exponential type: 

d = d00 + d1exp(-(t/x)v) (1) 

where t is the aging time, di represents the part of the material constant varying with time and d^ 

is the time independent part, and x measures the aging rate. Hence, the ratio of di/d^ in eq. (1) is 

a measure of the degree (or amount) of aging in the corresponding property.6-7 Eq. (1) describes 

a relaxation process with a broad distribution of relaxation times and a smaller \) (i) <1) 

corresponds to a broader distribution of relaxation times.8 As has been reported in an earlier 

publication, in PMN-PT, x> changes with temperature and decreases as the temperature 

approaches Tm, the temperature of dielectric constant maximum.6 

In a more recent investigation, it was found that in relaxor PMN-PT ceramics, the amount of 

aging increases with PT content. For specimens aged under a DC bias field, it was also shown 

that the direction of the defect electric field developed during the aging is opposite to that of the 



applied DC bias field. In addition, the piezoelectric coefficients in the field biased state exhibited 

more severe aging relative to the dielectric aging under the same condition. From these 

observations, it was suggested that the aging in the field biased state may be closely related to 

the growth of the micro-polar regions into metastable (and stable) polar domains. Furthermore, 

it was proposed that the interaction of the polarization with the stress field plays a very important 

role in the aging process.6 

The aim of the present study is to explore possible ways to reduce or eliminate the aging 

observed and to search for the possible mechanisms of the aging phenomena in the relaxor PMN- 

PT in the electric field biased state. Undoubtedly, aging in the relaxor ferroelectric materials is a 

very complicated process which involves both a change in the defect structures and host lattice, 

as well as the interaction between them. Even for normal ferroelectric ceramics where the 

polarization mechanism is relatively well understood, many questions concerning the aging 

mechanisms remain, such as what are the relevant structural changes occurring in the material in 

the aging process and how the domain boundaries interact with and are stabilized by the defect 

fields developed during the aging process. Hence, the main focus of the work will be to present 

experiment results in a logical manner along with the rationale behind the study and the possible 

conclusions can be drawn from these experiments. 

n. Experimental 

All the specimens used in this investigation were made by the mixed oxide method following 

the columbite B-site precursor method as described by Swartz and Shrout.9 Most of the 

specimens were sintered at a temperature of 1250 °C for 2 -- 6 hours followed by annealing in 

oxygen rich atmosphere at 900 °C for 6 - 24 hours. Other sintering and annealing conditions 

were also tried to examine their effect on the aging process. In spite of some variations in the 

aging rate and amount of aging as these conditions varied, no significant improvement and 

systematic trend in the aging processes were observed. Our earlier study showed that during the 



aging process, there was a build-up of a defect field originated from space charges trapped at the 

porous regions. Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) was used to densify the specimens to minimize 

these regions. The density of HIP samples is at about 99.5% theoretical density compared with 

95% for the conventionally sintered samples. In this study, HIP was carried out at 1100 °C 

under 20 MPa pressure in air. HIP samples were subsequently annealed in oxygen rich 

atmosphere at 900 °C for 6 hours. 

The aging experiments were performed in the temperatures above Tm, i.e., the phase diagram 

region labeled "cubic" in figure 1, and at compositions with PT content below the morphotropic 

phase boundary (MPB) (PT < 33%) where the materials are in the relaxor region and exhibit 

typical electrostrictive behavior,10'11 and for the specimens under a DC bias field. In this phase 

diagram region, the strain (S) is related to the applied electric field (E) through a quadratic 

relationship, S = M E2 where the proportional constant M is termed as the electric field related 

electrostrictive coefficient. For many device applications, a DC bias field Ebias is applied onto 

the specimen to break the centre of symmetry and under this condition, the strain vs electric field 

follows approximately a linear relationship which can be described by an effective piezoelectric 

coefficient d (d = S / E). 

Both pure PMN-PT and PMN-PT doped with La (y < 1 in (Pb(i-3y/2)Lay )(Mgi/3Nb2/3)(l- 

x)Tix03)) and with Mn were investigated. In a previous publication, we showed that as the 

composition approaches the MPB, the aging in the field biased state becomes severe.6 Hence, 

the current investigation was concentrated on the phase diagram region near the MPB. 

The change of the dielectric constant, the effective piezoelectric coefficient, and the 

polarization level at the DC field biased state as a function of time were recorded simultaneously. 

This is quite different from most of the earlier aging experiments where only the dielectric aging 

was investigated, and hence the results provide more complete information about the aging 

process. The piezoelectric coefficient, either d33 or d3i, was measured by a double beam laser 

dilatometer.12 The dielectric aging under a DC bias field was evaluated using a set-up shown in 



figure 2 where the current passing through the small resistor R was measured and the 

polarization level was determined by a standard Sawyer-Tower circuit.13 In all these 

experiments, the temperature was controlled within 0.1 °C fluctuation. In addition, the dielectric 

constant and the current released during the sample heating were acquired as a function of 

temperature for samples without DC bias fields. The capacitance measurement was made with a 

multi-function LCR meter (HP 4274A) and the current was measured with a pA meter (HP 

4140B). For these experiments, the temperature change was provided by a Delta temperature 

chamber controlled by a HP computer. To probe the change in the structure due to HIP process, 

x-ray powder diffraction measurement was also carried out using a Scintag diffractometer (Cu 

Koc source). 

Although the aging rate and the amount of aging vary with frequency and DC bias field level, 

which are interesting and deserve detailed investigation, they are not the theme of the paper and 

the general trends reported here will not change markedly with these variables as revealed by the 

experimental observations. The data on the aging behavior reported here are at a fixed frequency 

of 1 kHz with a DC bias field level of 5 kV/cm. 

III. Results and discussions 

(a) Effect of HIP 

Shown in figure 3 are the aging data for HIP samples of the composition 0.68PMN-0.32PT 

doped with 1 mole % La which has Tm at a temperature near 129 °C. Compared with the aging 

data for conventionally sintered samples of the same composition as shown in figure 4, it is 

obvious that HIP significantly reduces and nearly eliminates aging in both the dielectric constant 

and the effective piezoelectric coefficient. To make a quantitative comparison, eq. (1) is used to 

fit the data in figures 3 and 4 and the results are listed in Table I. Aging experiments were also 

carried out on other PMN-PT compositions and similar results were obtained. 



The results demonstrate that the HIP treatment on pre-sintered ceramic specimens is a very 

effective means in reducing or eliminating the observed aging in relaxor PMN-PT. To shed 

some lights on the possible mechanisms behind this improvement on the aging properties in HIP 

specimens, it is instructive to consider first what might happen in the aging process of relaxor 

PMN-PT under a DC electric field. 

From the current understanding on the relaxor ferroelectrics, the polarization mechanism in 

the material is from the micro-polar clusters and their dynamic nature and the induced 

ferroelectric transition in the non-polar micro-regions.14-15 The response of these micro-polar 

and non-polar regions to external fields yields the observed large dielectric constant and 

electrostrictive strain. The inability of the micro-polar regions to grow in size as the temperature 

is lowered is due to the existence of local random fields that lower the local symmetry compared 

with the global symmetry and prevent the development of normal long-range order.16 The 

existence of such randomness or random field is crucial for the material to exhibit relaxor 

behavior. When a DC bias field is applied to the material, it will tend to overcome the local 

random fields and induce a macroscopic polarization (coalescing of the micro-polar regions). 

Now the question is whether this process is fully reversible, that is, as one reduces this external 

ordering field, whether the original state will be fully recovered. Clearly, it will depend on the 

magnitude of the energy barriers in breaking up a large polarization region into micro-regions, 

which are functions of temperature and related to the microstructures, and also depend on the 

temperature where the aging experiment is performed. For a material with strong local random 

fields, this process will be nearly fully recovered and no-aging or very small aging in the material 

properties will be expected. This could be the situation for the PMN-PT at low PT content where 

the material shows very little aging. As the composition approaches the MPB, earlier 

experimental results from dielectric constant measurements and TEM studies already showed that 

the material becomes more normal-ferroelectric like, i.e., a reduction in the dielectric dispersion, 

a sharpening in the dielectric constant peak, and the disappearing of "random" structural 



inhomogeneity on the nanometer scale.10'17 Therefore, it is expected that under a DC bias field 

there is an increased probability to form large size polar domains which may not be switchable 

thermally and will not follow the change of external fields. The slow increase of the population 

of large metastable (and/or stable) polar domains with time should be one of the causes for the 

observed aging here. 

In aged samples, by reversing the direction of DC bias field, the induced piezoelectric 

constant can be recovered in a large part (more than 90%). This is consistent with the fact that 

the large polar regions formed during the aging are broken up by a reverse electric field which 

causes the polarization switching in the material. 

As we have shown in an earlier publication and the data in figure 4, in the DC field biased 

state, the aging in the piezoelectric coefficient is more severe compared with the dielectric aging 

under the same DC bias. In some cases, the dielectric constant shows very little aging while a 

severe aging is observed in the piezoelectric coefficient as shown in figure 5 which was taken 

from 0.72PMN-0.28PT at 140 °C (Tm = 138 °C). We do not have the explanation on why in 

some specimens, although the dielectric aging is relatively weak compared with the aging in the 

piezoelectric coefficient, it is still substantial (the data in figure 4), while for other specimens, the 

dielectric aging is very little (the data in figure 5). 

From the thermodynamics consideration, for an electrostrictive material biased under an 

external field, the effective piezoelectric coefficient dy has the relationship: 

d33 = 2QnKeoP (ord3i=2Qi2KeoP) (2) 

where Qjj is the charge related electrostrictive coefficient, P is the polarization level at the DC 

biased state, K is the dielectric constant, eo is the vacuum dielectric permittivity.18 Eq. (2) 

suggests that there should be reduction in either P or Qy, or both in the aged sample if K does 

not change very much during the aging. Our experimental results indicate that P is indeed 

reduced in the aging process. However, for all the specimens measured, the reduction in P is too 

small to account for the reduction in dy. Hence, it is Qij which bears the main responsibility for 



the aging in (I33 and CI31. In other words, the polarization slowly loses its ferroelastic component 

in the aging process. In terms of the polar region reorientation processes which are responsible 

for the large polarization and strain in PMN-PT, the results imply that the energy barriers for the 

polarization switching processes which generate strain response in the material are much higher 

than those for the pure ferroeletric polarization switching processes, which generate only the 

dielectric response. It should be pointed out that while the former processes must be originated 

from the non-180 degree polarization reorientation or switching processes and the change of 

polarization level in the non-polar regions, the latter can invlove both the pure 180 degree 

polarization change and some collective non-180 degree polarization reorientation processes 

which do not generate net strain response in the material such as the processes proposed by Arlt 

and the process involving two simultaneous 90 degree polarization switchings which is 

equivalent to a net 180 degree polarization switch in the material.19 As the specimen ages, the 

total polarization regions participating in non-1800 polar reorientations ane the reversible 

polarization changes which contribute to the strain response diminish while the total polarization 

regions participating in 180° polar reorientations (including the collective non-180 degree 

reorientations which do not generate strain response in the material) may not change or even 

increase as reflected by the small dielectric aging observed. Hence, in this abnormal aging 

process most of the polarization regions in the material is not pinned, but instead, is converted 

from the non-1800 motions to the 180° motions. 

From a previous study, it was found that during aging, there is a build-up of an internal defect 

field whose direction is against that of the applied DC field. We believe that this field is the result 

of drifting space charge deposited at the pore regions as schematically shown in figure 6. For a 

ceramic specimen sintered using conventional method which has about 95% theoretical density, 

there are porous regions inside grains and in the grain boundaries which serve as the sites to trap 

the space charges as they drift under an external DC field. HIP which densifies the specimen to 

99.5% theoretical density reduces these regions and the defect field associated with them 



significantly as observed experimentally. The defect field schematically shown in figure 6 can 

also provide some explanation to the large decrease in the piezoelectric coefficient and small 

change in the dielectric constant in the aging process if we assume that this defect field does not 

pin the polarization except reversing the field direction locally. However, the data from the Mn 

doped specimens presented below seem to indicate that this effect cannot be the major source for 

the observed abnormal aging behavior. 

Therefore, the results indicate that the interaction of the polar regions with the stress field, i.e., 

the ferroelastic coupling, plays a major role here in producing the abnormal aging and in 

determining the response behavior in relaxor PMN-PT. Hence, this effect may be effective in 

breaking the local symmetry and generating the relaxor response. 

Based on the discussion above, the possibility of random stresses introduced in the HIP and 

subsequent O2 annealing process in the specimens was examined. A series of x-ray diffraction 

measurements were carried out on HIP and conventionally sintered samples. Shown in figure 7 

are the x-ray powder diffraction data taken from 0.7PMN-0.3PT with 1% La HIP sample 

(annealed in 02 atmosphere). Listed in Table U are the peak width measured in full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) for HIP and regularly sintered samples of this composition. Apparently, the 

peak width of the samples treated with HIP and 02 annealing is approximately 10% wider than 

that of the conventionally sintered samples. Similar results were also observed for other 

composition samples. The broadening of the x-ray diffraction peak width in the HIP samples is 

interpreted as the evidence for a nonuniform micro-strain distribution.20 From the data in Table 

H, it can be estimated that the non-uniform strain distribution introduced by HIP is at about 

0.05% strain level in the sample (measured in FWHM). The significant reduction of the aging in 

HIP samples may be in part due to this inhomogeneous strain pattern and stress field which 

prevent the formation of large size metastable (and/or stable) polar clusters. 

(b) Effect of doping 



From the analysis and data presented thus far, it seems that to reduce the aging in the field 

biased state, a material should be moved into a state which is more relaxor-like. In relaxor 

PMN-PT system, it has been shown that La doping will move the material into a more relaxor 

state as indicated by a broadening of the dielectric constant peak and a lowering of Tm.21 Hence, 

by doping with a suitable amount of La, one would expect to achieve a reduction of the aging in 

the material. The experimental results performed here confirm this and are consistent with those 

from the earlier investigations.4   However, the reduction is not as significant as the HIP 

treatment. 

On the other hand, the experimental results here show that a small amount of Mn doping also 

results in a reduction in the aging. Shown in figure 8 are the aging data taken from the 

specimens of La modified 0.71PMN-0.29PT with and without Mn doping (0.05 weight %). 

The two samples show very different aging characteristics and the piezoelectric coefficient of the 

Mn doped samples exhibit smaller aging. For comparison, the dielectric constant as a function of 

temperature of the two samples was also measured and presented in figure 9. A reduction in the 

maximum dielectric constant and broadening of the peak width are observed for the Mn doped 

sample, suggesting that the Mn-doped sample is more relaxor-like compared with the non-Mn 

doped sample. In addition, the low frequency dielectric loss at high temperature region, which is 

likely associated with the space charge conduction, is reduced significantly. 

There are additional changes observed in Mn doped samples: 

(1) The direction of the defect field established during aging becomes parallel to the external 

DC bias field. After these aged specimens were cooled down to room temperature under no 

external DC bias field, the remanent d33 value was measured using a Berlincourt d33 meter. For 

Mn doped specimens, the d33 was found to be positive while for non-doped specimens, the d33 

was negative. 

(2) Shown in figure 10 are the experimental results of charge release during the sample 

heating for aged samples. In these experiments, the aged samples were cooled down to room 

10 



temperature without a DC bias field and the current released as the samples were heated up in a 

constant temperature rate was measured. For non-Mn doped samples, the charge released from 

trapped space charges was observed at a temperature near and above their Tm. These charges 

were compensated by the local polar regions at low temperatures (< Tm). The release of these 

charges as a result of the vanishing of local polarization at temperatures above Tm gives rise to 

the irregular current curve observed. On the other hand, for Mn doped samples, as a result of the 

stabilization of polar regions by the defect field associated with Mn which has the same direction 

as that of the applied DC bias field, a well defined pyroelectric peak was observed.3 

These results indicate that Mn doping significantly reduces the mobile space charges in the 

host lattice. In addition, it is also likely that Mn defects in the host lattice traps oxygen vacancies, 

which are believed to be quite mobile in perovskite structure, to form Mn2+ - V0" (and/or Mn3+ 

- V0") complex, producing defect dipoles.22-23 As a result, the defect field due to the 

accumulation of the drifting space charge in the porous regions observed in the non-Mn doped 

samples is eliminated. It may be the combined effects of the reduced space charges and the 

irregularities introduced by the random distribution of Mn2+ - V0" (and/or Mn3+ - V0") 

complex in the lattice which reduce the aging in the material. 

For both La doped and Mn doped samples, HIP followed by O2 annealing significantly 

reduces or nearly eliminates the aging in both the piezoelectric coefficient and dielectric constant 

in the field biased state. 

IV. Summary 

This paper shows that the abnormal aging behavior, i.e., severe aging in the piezoelectric 

coefficient and weak dielectric aging, observed in relaxor PMN-PT in the electric field biased 

state can be nearly eliminated by HIP treatment on pre-sintered ceramic samples. The aging can 

also be reduced by doping suitable amounts of either La (donor) or Mn (acceptor). 
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The results suggest that the aging observed in relaxor PMN-PT is due to the growth of the 

metastable and/or stable polar regions under the bias field (or defect field). Hence, by moving 

the material deeper into the relaxor state (by introducing extra-randomness in the material by 

doping and HIP), the aging can be reduced or nearly eliminated. The abnormal aging behavior 

reveals that the growth of the micro-polar regions does not have a significant effect on the 180 

degree polarization reorientation process, which is pure ferroelectric in nature. In other words, 

for PMN-PT the energy barriers for the pure non-180 degree polarization reorientation processes 

which generate both the polarization and strain responses in the material are much higher than 

those of the 180 degree polarization reorientation process and the collective non-180 processes 

which do not change the macroscopic strain state in the material. Therefore, by HIP treatment, 

which introduces random stress fields into the sample, one can effectively reduce or nearly 

eliminate the aging in PMN-PT in the field biased state. These results also indicate the 

importance of the elastic energy in controlling the relaxor behavior in PMN-PT in comparison 

with the electric energy. 
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Table I. Comparison of the amount of aging in d3i and K33 (figures 3 and 4) for 0.68PMN- 

0.32PT doped with 1% La for HIP and non-HIP samples.3 

Temp. 

d3l 

di/ d.» 

HIP             Non-HIP 

K33 

Ki/K_ 

HIP           Non-HIP 

130 °C 

140 °C 

150 °C 

0.049 

0.046               2.5 

0.06 

0.12 

0.08            0.8 

0.04 

a For dielectric constant, eq. (1) is written as K = IC,» + K\ exp(-(-)v). 

For the piezoelectric coefficients, eq. (1) is in the form of d = d00+ di expK-)"). 
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Table II. The x-ray peak width (measured in full width at half maximum in degrees for 0) for 

HIP and conventionally sintered samples 

Diffraction peak 100 110 111 200 210 211 

HIP sample 0.1087       0.1136       0.110       0.176 0.183 0.180 

Regular sample       0.0963       0.1055       0.105        0.162        0.166 0.163 
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Figure captions: 

Figure 1. Phase diagram of PMN-PT solid solution system (from Choi et al.). 

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up used to measure the dielectric 

constant of PMN-PT under a DC bias field. 

Figure 3. The aging data for HIP samples of composition 0.68PMN-0.32PT doped with 1 

mole % La. The solid lines are the fitting using eq. (1) and solid circles and open circles are the 

experimental data points. The experimental temperatures are indicated in the figure and the bias 

field is 5 kV/cm. 

Figure 4. The aging data for regularly sintered samples of composition 0.68PMN-0.32PT 

doped with 1 mole % La. The solid lines are the fitting using eq. (1) and solid circles and open 

circles are the experimental data points. The bias field is 5 kV/cm and the temperature is 140 °C. 

The data here are for the comparison with those in figure 3 and clearly, HIP nearly eliminates the 

aging in the samples. 

Figure 5. The abnormal aging behavior where the piezoelectric coefficient exhibits severe 

aging while the dielectric aging is very weak. The data are taken from regularly sintered samples 

of composition 0.72PMN-0.28PT. The experimental temperature is 140 °C and the bias field is 

5 kV/cm. The solid lines are drawn to guide eyes and open and solid circles are the data points. 

Figure 6. Schematic drawing of the space charge distribution and the resulting defect electric 

field at near the gap or grain boundary region for PMN-PT under DC bias field, (a) shows the 

space charge distribution, (b) shows the directions of the defect field in the gap region and inside 

the grains, and (c) shows the spatial distribution of the total electric field inside the sample. 

Figure 7. x-ray powder diffraction data of HIP samples of composition 0.7PMN-0.3PT 

doped with 1 mole % La (top figure) and the fitting of the (110) diffraction peak with a Gaussian 

line shape (bottom figure). In the bottom figure, the solid curve is the fitting of a Gaussian line 

shape from which FWHM is calculated and solid circles are the data points. 
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Figure 8. Aging data illustrating the reduction of the aging in the piezoelectric coefficient in 

the DC electric field biased state. The curve A is from Mn doped sample (0.05 weight %) and 

the curve B is from the sample without Mn doping (0.71PMN-0.29PT with 0.5% La). Open 

and solid circles are the data points and solid lines are drawn to guide eyes. 

Figure 9. Dielectric constant and dielectric loss as a function of temperature for conventionally 

sintered samples: figure a is for 0.71PMN-0.29PT with 0.5% La and figure b is 0.05 weight % 

Mn doped 0.71PMN-0.29PT with 0.5% La. 

Figure 10. Comparison of the charge release data for Mn doped and undoped samples. All 

the samples were aged at 140 °C for more than one day under a 5 kV/cm DC bias field. The data 

were taken during heating (heating rate is 2 °C/min) after the DC bias field was removed and the 

samples were subsequently cooled down to room temperature. 
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Low-Temperature Observation of Relaxor Ferroelectric Domains in 
Lead Zinc Niobate 

Maureen L. Mulvihill." L. Eric Cross." and Kenji Uchino' 

International Center for Actuators and Transducers (ICAT). Materials Research Laboratory. 
The Pennsylvania State I'niversiry, University Park. Pennsylvania    16802 

Domain reorientation in single crystals of lead zinc niobate- 
lead titanate solid solutions was examined, because the 
reorientation contributes to the electrically controlled 
change of shape and change of response in piezoelectric 
transducers and actuators. An optical microscope technique 
was used to explore the buildup of macropolar domains 
from micropolar regions in relaxor compositions. Poorly 
defined "ambiguous" spindlelike domains changed to dis- 
tinct lamellar domains as PbTiO, content was increased. 
The domain walls in PblZn, ,\b. ,i(),-rich samples moved 
with a wavelike motion. The motion ceased or "froze-in" 
below -130° and -30°C for field-biased and nonbiased 
samples, respectively. The domains were observed at vari- 
ous temperatures from 300° to -1S5°(" and electric fields 
up to ±10 kV/cm. 

I.    Introduction 

RELAXOR ferroelectrics have large dielectric constant maxi- 
mum and broad phase transition regions due to the complex 

perovskite crystal structure. Pb(Zn, ,Nb\., (O, (PZN) has a com- 
plex perovskite structure in which the Zn;' and Nb5~ are disor- 
dered on the B-site, which results in composition variations and 
corresponding fluctuations in the phase transition temperature 
from region to region. As a result, the phase transition is broad 
and occurs over a range of temperatures called the Curie region. 
The Curie region for PZN occurs near 140°C.' : The symmetry 
of PZN above the transition is cubic. Pnilm. and below the 
transition is rhombohedral. 3m.' PbTiO, (PT1 has a first-order 
phase transition at 490°C and a tetragonal. 4mm.^ perovskite 
structure below its phase transition. In PT. a Curie point rather 
than a Curie region occurs, because there is no variation in local 
composition on the B-site. The system 11 - uPb(Zn,„Nb. ,)CX- 
vPbTiO.. (PZN-PT) forms a complete solid solution up to .v = 
0.2. PZN-PT has a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) at.v = 
0.1 between the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases at 25°C. 
as illustrated in Fig. I.5 

Static ferroelectric domains have been observed by methods 
such as etching the sample with acid and observing the exposed 
domains with an optical microscope" or thinning the sample 
and observing domains using transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM). However, observing switching domains under an 
applied electric field or with changing temperature is difficult: 
this limits research on domain motion. 

Lead zinc niobate-based single crystals were studied, 
because of their potential applications in actuators and trans- 
ducers. Since the domain reorientation mechanisms contribute 
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Fig. 1.    Phase diagram of the Pb(Zn,.,Nb: ,)0,-PbTi03 solid-solution 
svstem taken from Kuwata et at.' 

to the dielectric and piezoelectric properties, it is important to 
understand the domain reorientation so that the actuators and 
transducer properties can be tailored. In this study, an optical 
microscope technique was used to explore the growth of macro- 
domains from micropolar regions in relaxor compositions. 
PbfZn^Nb^JOj-PbTiO,, as functions of temperature and 
applied electric field. 

II.   Experimental Procedure 

Single crystals of PZN-PT were grown using a flux method 
with excess PbO.8 The Laue X-ray technique was used to pre- 
cisely determine the <011) and (111) directions in the crystals. 
The crystals were then sliced parallel to the (011) plane, ground 
to a thickness of 100 p.m. and polished with diamond paste 
until a near-mirror finish was obtained on both surfaces. The 
samples were gold-sputtered, leaving a 400 u.m gap on the 
surface. Silver leads were attached to the sample with air dry 
silver paste. Figure 2 represents a schematic of an electroded 
sample. The samples were annealed above 300°C to remove the 
ferroelastic macrodomains in the material which were produced 
during the polishing operation. The removal of these ferroelas- 
tic macrodomains permitted the formation of the ferroelectric 
microdomains.' making the growth of macrodomains from 
microdomains observable. 
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Samples with I Of) and 90.5 r.wi-r PZN i rhombohedral .sym- 
metry i were observed in this MUJ\ a> a tunetion ot temperature 
unaer a cyclic applied electric r.eid parallel to the < 1 1 1 > axis. 
The Mil) direction is the polarization a\is tor crystals with 
rhombohedral symmetry. 

A high-resolution CCD icharged coupled device) camera 
was attached to a Nikon transmission petrographic microscope 
which was connected to a monitor .mo VCR (illustrated in 
Fig. }). The birefringence between the domains permitted the 
observation ot the domains with the polarizing light micro- 
scope. The microscope system aiso allow s magnifications up to 
I500X on the monitor. The :emperature-controiied sample 
stage (Linkami in conjunction \\ ith the deep local point of the 
objective lenses allowed an eiectnc Held to be safely applied 
across the sample between 60<V and - ! v C. The stationary 
and switching domains were insunianeousK recorded bv the 
VCR and observed on the monitor. 

III.    Experimental Results and Discussion 

The variation of domain sr,.,rv can iv observed between 
rhombohedral domains (100<~> P/.N ■■ .mo a combination of 
rhombohedral and tetragonal jomaiiis m l'i)5PZN-0.()95PT). 
The electrode configuration in this stud\ .mowed onlv observa- 
tion oi the two-dimensional shape ot the domains. Rhombo- 
hedral domains can be described .:- iu\ mg an ambiguous spin- 
dlelike morphology. "Spindlelike" reters to the domains being 
very wide in the middle and drawing to a point on each end! 
"Ambiguous'" refers to the variation oi domain widths and 
lengths which appear as an interpenetrating structure. The 
degree of the interpenetrating structure makes it very difficult 
to observe individual domains. The switching rhombohedral 
domains move across the sample with a wavelike motion. 
Tetragonal domains, in contrast, appear to have a well-defined 
lamellar morphology and are either at right angles or antiparal- 
lel. Therefore, even though the width and lengths of the tetrago- 
nal domains vary, the divisions between the domains are well 
defined, and no interpenetrating structure is observable. 

The domain switching observations shown in Figs. 4 
through 7 are in good agreement with the previous work done 
on PZN-PT.""1 The (Oil) plane is parallel to the plane of the 

niiiir a-ij *■ CR 

35 mm Camera 

Temperature Control System 

Fig. 3.    CCD microscope system  used at the  Materials Research 
Laboratory. 

paper, ana the I 1 1 11 and |()l 1 ] directions are labeled on each 
photograpn. Each photograph is a single frame copied from the 
VCR tape. Therefore, on each photograph, three white boxes 
were printed, which were recorded during the experiment. The 
upper-left-hand box lists the time in hours, minutes, and sec- 
onds. The upper-right-hand box lists the date as the day. month, 
and year. The lower-left-hand box lists rate per minute, actual 
temperature, and the set temperature. 

(I)    Domain Change with Temperature 
Figures -ia) through <e> show a series of photographs of a 

moving domain wall taken from a 0.905PZN-0.095PT single 
crystal. The temperature was decreased from -8° to -25"C 
without applying an eiectnc held. With this sample, it was 
optically observed that domain wall motion could be driven by 
a thermal gradient without being electrically biased at low- 
temperatures. A domain wall moved from the upper-right 
comer iFig. 4(a) at -8°C) diagonally to the lower-left corner 
(Fig. 4iei at -25°C). More spindlelike domains developed at 
-20°C i Fig. 4(c)). then combined to form a larger domain at 
lower temperatures, as shown in Fig. 4(e) at -25°C. The 
domain motion froze-in near -30°C. 

12)    Domain Change with Electric Field 

Figures fia) through (ei are photographs of the switching 
domains for a 100% PZN single crystal at a constant tempera- 
ture of 2S"C with an ac eiectnc held. Total domain reversal 
occurred after one cycle of an ac held at r5 kV/cm at 0.05 Hz. 
The high density of macrodomains in these figures were caused 
by the application of the ac held for many cycles. The domain 
orientation returned to near the same position when the 
observed domains were compared between Figs. 5(a) and (e). 
These figures show five still photographs over a 15-s period 
(one cycle = 20 s). The domain wall switching observed in 
Figs. 5(a) through (e) is similar to the PbfMg^Nb^jO, single- 
crystal domains seen by Bokov and Myl'nikova.1 It is very 
interesting that, even at an ac electric field as high as 10 kV/cm. 
the domains did not revert a single domain state, but maintained 
a spindlelike, interpenetrating structure with nearly constant 
width. Normal ferroelectrics. such as BaTi03, do not exhibit 
this phenomenon, but can be switched to a monodomain state 
by a high applied electric field. 

(3)    Domain Change with Applied Electric Field While 
Changing Temperature 

The sampie in Figs. 6(a) through (e) is a 100% PZN single 
crystal in which the temperature was raised from — 114° to 
-36°C with an ac field of r7.5 kV/cm. The domain motion 
was frozen-in below — 130°C. but began slowly as temperature 
was increased. The domain motion appeared to nucleate in 
island regions on the crystal surface, which is marked by arrows 
on Figs. 6(a) through (c). The domains switched across the 
entire crystal by — 53°C, as shown in Fig. 6(d). The switching 
speed increased as the temperature increased. As temperature 
increased, the size of the island regions increased, and eventu- 
ally the domains on the entire surface began switching orien- 
tations with the field, which can be optically observed in 
Figs. 6(a) through (e). A slight temperature hysteresis also 
occurred between heating and cooling. The domain motion on 
cooling froze-in at - 130°C, but on heating unfroze at - 125°C. 

Figure 7 shows the domain switching as a function of 
decreasing temperature with an electric field of ±10 kV/cm at 
0.05 Hz for the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) composi- 
tion 0.905PZN-0.095PT. The temperature was decreased from 
191°C (paraelectric state) to -66 C (ferroelectric state). For 
this sample, domain motion froze-in near — 130°C. Micro- 
domain fluctuations caused birefringence changes which were 
optically observed above the Curie temperature of 182CC. as 
shown in Fig. 7(a). The large polar fluctuations in the paraelec- 
tric phase above the Curie temperature permitted the alternating 
field to force a phase change from a paraelectric state with large 
mobile micropolar regions to a ferroelectric state in which 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 
Fig. 4.   Domain change with temperature for a 0.905/0.095 PZN-PT composition: (a) -8°C. (b) - 17°C. (c) -20°C. (d) -22°C, (e) -25°C. The 
plane of the photograph is parallel to the (Oil), and the crystallographic directions and scale bar are marked on each figure. 

a domain structure became apparent.'' As the temperature 
decreased, the domain morphology changed from a lamellar 
to a spindlelike pattern because of the phase transition from 
tetragonal to rhombohedral. as shown in Figs. 7(b) through (e). 
Both spindlelike and lamellar domains  were  observed at 

+53°C. as shown in Fig. 7(b). In this temperature range, the 
domain motion was more complicated because both the rhom- 
bohedral and tetragonal phases were present. At -4°C. the 
density of spindlelike domains increased and the density of 
lamellar domains decreased, shown in Fig. 7(c). By -66° and 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Fig. 5. Domain change with an electnc held of =5 kV/cm at 2S°C for a 100% PZN single crystal: (a) 5 kV/cm. lb) -2.5 kV/cm. (c) -4 kV/cm. 
id) 3 kV/cm. ie) 0 kV/cm. The plane ot the photograph is parallel to the (011). and the crvstalloeraphic directions and scale bar are marked on 
each heure. 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Fig. 6. Domain change under an applied electric held of :r7.5 kV/cm with changing temperature tor a KXCft PZN single crystal: (a) — 114°C. 
ibi -S5:C. (ci -70°C. (d) -53""C. ei -.;6:C. The plane of the photograph is parallel to the lOl 1). and the crystallographic directions and scale bar 
are marked on each figure. 
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(a) 

tfj/J/Mt/fci'S 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Fig. 7. Domain change under an applied electric field of =10.0 kV/cm with changing temperature for a 0.905/0.095 PZN-PT single crystal: 
la) 191°C. (b) 53°C. (cj -4"C. (d) -30°C. (e) -t>6=C. The plane of the photograph is parallel to the (011). and the crystallographic directions and 
scale bar are marked on each figure. 
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- I 19'C. only spindlelike domains uere oh-.cn ed. These obser- 
vations can be supported by the phase e\oiuii(in in the PZN-PT 
phase diagram shown in Fie. 1 tor the composition 0.905PZN- 
".DV5PT. At temperatures above |s2 r. this composition has a 
cubic structure, while at temperatures between IS2" and 25;C. 
a has tetragonal structure. Him CUT. .U 25 C. rhombohedral 
and tetragonal structures coexist, wnicn com en completely to 
rhombohedral below 25'C. The macmdomain morphologies 
which are representative of" these dit't'ereiu regions on the phase 
diagram were observed optically m lies. ~,ai through 7(e). 

IV.    Summary 

Domains in PZN-PT changed ir.-m .iinbi'juous spindlelike 
to distinct lamellar domains as Pbhi) .■•nicni was increased. 
This difference may be partially due M nie crystallographic 
structure change from rhombohedral i<- me tetragonal phase. 
The domain walls moved with a wa\eiike motion in the HIOT 
PZN compositions. The MPB ..imposition nt O.S)()5PZN- 
O.095PT had a more complicated domain waii motion than the 
other compositions, because the MPB composition has coexist- 
ing tetragonal and rhombohedral domains. The successive 
phase transitions from rhomboheur.il to ictraeonal and tetrago- 
nal to cubic were also observed as the temperature increased. 
The freeze-in temperature for domain motion was successfully 
observed by optical microscopy. The opened freeze-in tem- 
peratures for pure PZN were - 130 ,UKI - ;t) C for rield-biased 

and nonbiased samples, respectively. Quantitative analyses on 
the domain switching speed and the frozen island size will be 
reported in following papers. 
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DYNAMIC MOTION OF THE DOMAIN CONFIGURATION IN RELAXOR 
FERROELECTRIC SINGLE CRYSTALS AS A FUNCTION OF 
TEMPERATURE AND ELECTRIC FIELD 

MAUREEN L. MULVIHTLL, L. ERIC CROSS, and KENJIUCHINO 

International Center for Actuators and Transducers (ICAT), Materials Research 
Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA. 16802, 
USA, (814) 865-9931. Funding provided by the US Office of Naval Research. 

Abstract Relaxor ferroelectrics exhibit unique characteristics such as a broad phase 
transition and frequency dispersion which may originate from the configuration of 
ferroelectric microdomains. In this study, the dynamic behavior of the 
macrodomains in PbfZn.^Nb^O, single crystals was "observed using an optical 
microscope in combination with a CCD camera system. Many domain 
characteristics such as changes in birefringence, transition between microdomains 
and macrodomains. and "freeze-in" temperature of the macrodomains were optically 
observed. These observations were then compared to measured dielectric 
properties in an attempt to clarify the relationship between the dielectric properties 
and the behavior of macrodomains. 

INTRODUCTION 

The observation of switching domains under an applied electric field and changing 

temperature has been difficult and limited research has been documented.1'3 In this study, 

an optical technique was used to explore the growth of macrodomains from micropolar 

regions in the relaxor composition Pb(Zni/3Nb2/3)03 (PTN) as a function of temperature 

and applied electric field. Lead zinc niobate based single crystals were studied because of 

their large dielectric (K=56,000 along <111>) and piezoelectric (k*33=92% along <001>) 

properties which make PZN a potential material for actuator and transducer devices.4 The 

measured dielectric constant and dielectric loss as a function of temperature for a poled 

and unpoled sample were compared to the optically observed domain behaviors to 

develop a fundamental understanding of the relaxor ferroelectric behavior in PZN. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCFDTTKF. 

Single crystals of PZN were grown using a flux method with excess PbO. The Laue" x- 

ray technique was used to precisely determine the [111] directions in the crystals. The 

crystals were then sliced, ground to a thickness of 100 um, and polished with diamond 

paste until a near-mirror finish was obtained on both surfaces.    The PZN domain 
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configurations were observed through the single crystal along the <111> which is the 
spontaneous polarization direction of PZN. The electric field was applied as a triangular 
wave at 0.05 Hz up to ±10 kV/cm and the temperature was cycled between -185°C and 
200°C. A high resolution CCD (Charged Coupled Device) camera was attached to a 
Nikon Transmission Petrographic Microscope which was connected to a monitor and 
VCR." The temperature-controlled sample stage in conjunction with the deep focal point 
of the objective lenses allowed an electric field to be safely applied across the sample. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Optical Observation 

The CCD camera microscope system was used to observe macrodomain behaviors of 

PZN such as birefringence change, microdomain to macrodomain phase transition and 

"freeze-in" temperature. The color change due to the birefringence appeared under the 
applied electric field around the Curie temperature range (Tc=140°C). The birefringence 
appeared at higher temperatures as the magnitude of the electric field increased, and was 
possibly caused by the microdomain alignment The electric field caused the fluctuating 
microdomains to orient with the field leading to macroscopic birefringence in the crystal. 

Still photographs of a 100% PZN single crystal at 100°C as the electric field 
increased are represented in Figures la through Id. Macrodomains were not observed 

for the annealed state without the application of an electric field, but were first detected 
when the AC field was raised to 0.7 kV/cm. With an AC bias during field-cooling and 
field-heating, the phase transition from a ferroelectric (FE) microdomain to a 
macrodomain state occurred near 130°C. 

As the temperature decreased, the domain motion ceased or "froze-in" at a 
temperature which was electric field dependent Small frozen islands appeared randomly 
in the crystal which expanded with decreasing temperature.3 This freezing phenomenon 
is not directly related to the coercive field and is not observed in normal ferroelectrics 
such as BaTi03. It was optically observed that the freezing temperature decreased as the 
electric field increased. On field heating, the thawing or "unfreezing" temperature took 
place at temperatures slightly higher than the freeze-in temperature, indicating a slight 
temperature hysteresis. 

Dielectric Data 
The dielectric constant and dielectric loss versus temperature at four frequencies for an 
unpoled and poled 100% PZN single crystal are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. 

The dielectric constant and dielectric loss behavior exhibited above the transition 

temperature of = 140°C were identical. The frequency dependent transition temperature 
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FIGURE la   1007c PZN at 0 k\"/cm. 

—If^T- 

FIGURE lb   1009J- PZN at 1 kV/cm. 

FIGURE lc   1007c PZN ai 3.8 kV/cm. FIGURE 1 d   100% PZN at 6.3 kV/cm. 

corresponds to the border between paraelectric and FE microdomain phases. As 

temperature decreased, the dielectric behavior of the poled and unpoled sample near 

100°C diverged. The frequency dispersion exhibited in the unpoled sample did not occur 

in the poled .sample. "The temperature region where the dielectric constant had a 

nondispersive frequency behavior appeared as a "shoulder" in the poled sample, as 

shown in Figure 3. Also, the tanö decreased drastically in this temperature region. The 

decrease in tanö and the shoulder in the poled sample were caused by the alignment of the 
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corresponds to the border between paraelectric and FE microdomain phases. As 

temperature decreased, the dielectric behavior of the poled and unpoled sample near 

100°C diverged. The frequency dispersion exhibited in the unpoled sample did not occur 

m the poled sampie. The temperature region where the dielectric constant had a 

nondispersive frequency -ehavior appeared as a "shoulder" in the poled sample, as 

shown in Figure 3. Also, the tanö decreased drastically in this temperature region. The 

decrease in tanö and the shoulder in the poled sample were caused by the alignment of the 
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microdomains by the +15kV/cm DC poling bias. However, in the unpoled sample the 

microdomains were not aligned and variation in the orientation of the microdomains 

caused the frequency dispersion in the dielectric data. This temperature range corresponds 

to the ferroelectric microdomain phase region. The shoulder corresponds to a critical 

temperature (Tmt) which is the phase border between FE microdomain and FE 

macrodomain. 

Comparison of Optically Observed Domains and Dielectric Properties 

The magnitude of the electric field as a function of temperature was plotted using the data 

from the optically observed characteristics and the measured dielectric properties, as 

shown in Figure 4. In conclusion, various trends in the data divided the figure into four 

phase regions as a function of temperature. Since the birefringence changes were caused 

by the induced micropolar alignment, it was assumed that the birefringence marked the 

first phase transition on decreasing temperature between paraelectric and FE microdomain 

phase regions. The second phase transition occurred at the temperature where the 

macrodomains appeared with field-cooling and disappeared with field-heating. This 

phase transition separated the FE microdomain phase from the FE macrodomain phase. 

The third phase transition occurred at the domain freeze-in temperature. This transition 

between the FE macrodomain phase and the FE frozen domain phase decreased to lower 

temperatures as the magnitude of the electric field increased. 
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FIGURE 4  Optically observed behavior of the PZN macrodomains. 
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§ ABSTRACT 

Using a polarizing optical microscope in conjunction with a CCD (charged coupled device) 

camera system, the domain microstructural evolution with respect to temperature in all three phases 

of BaTi03 was studied. Along a (001) oriented section the domains in the tetragonal phase form 

90° domain patterns in an "a-a" configuration. The transition on heating and cooling between the 

cubic and tetragonal phases occurred near the same temperature, 125°C. On cooling, the domain 

structures in the orthorhombic phase appeared as long continuous lamellar structure, while on 

heating the domains formed a "patchwork" structure. This transition temperature showed a large 

thermal hysteresis. The final transition temperature from orthorhombic to rhombohedral was 

difficult to determine using this technique. The transition on cooling occurred at -134°C based on a 

color change and the disappearance of all the domains. During heating, the domains reappeared at 

-110°C and remained in a patchwork structure throughout the orthorhombic phase. 

KEYWORDS:  domains, ferroelectric, BaTi03, phase transitions, polarizing optical microscope 



§ 1.0   INTRODUCTION 

1.1.     Background of BaTi03 

Since the discovery of the barium titanate (BaTia) crystal in 1943, many researchers have 

studied it due to its large dielectric, piezoelectric and elastic constants. BaTi03 is used in many 

applications such as capacitors (Buessem, Cross and Goswarai, 1966), electrooptic devices 

(Nakao, Tomomatsu, Ajimura, Kurosaka and Tominaga, 1994) and memory devices (Merz 1954; 

Cudney, Fousek, Zgonik, Günter, Garrett and Rytz, 1993). Domains, which are caused by 

multivariants in the spontaneous polarization and strain (Arlt and Sasko, 1980), contribute greatly 

to the physical properties of BaTiO? (Arlt, 1990). 

A domain is a uniform volume of spontaneous electrical polarization (Ps) which can be 

formed on cooling from the paraelectric to ferroelectric (FE) phase or a transition between FE 

phases.  Domains can be altered by temperature, pressure, electric field and past history of the 

material (Forsbergh, 1949). Domains develop in various configurations to balance the stress in the 

material so that the overall elastic energy is rniriimized (Arlt, 1987; Arlt, 1990; Kim, Chung and 

Kim, 1993).  In some situations, certain kinds of domain patterns can be stabilized by defects 

(Cao, 1995). The domain configurations depend on the crystallographic symmetry of the material. 

Domain structures are of basic importance in FE polycrystals since the structures determine the 

mechanisms of the polarization reversal process.  The presence of domain walls also affects the 

dielectric, elastic and piezoelectric properties since the walls are mobile under an external field 

(Fousek and Janovec, 1969). 

BaTi03 (BT) has four phase stability regions as a function of temperature. The high 

temperature phase (greater than ~120"C) is a cubic perovskite. In 1949, Merz (1949) reported the 

dielectric constant as a function of temperature for BT. BT transformed from (c)ubic (paraelectric) 

to (tetragonal (ferroelectric) at 120*C, to (o)rthorhombic (ferroelectric) at -7*C, and to 

(r)hombohedral (ferroelectric) at -90*C. On heating, the phase transitions of r->o, o->t, and t->c 

occurred at slightly higher temperatures than on cooling which signified the presence of latent heat 

and a first order transition (Kanata, Yoshikawa and Kubota, 1987). The polarization axes in the 



ferroelectric phases are along the [001], [110] and [111] directions for the tetragonal, orthorhombic 

and rhombohedral phases, respectively (Merz, 1949; Cook, 1956). Since the polarization axis in 

each phase changes, the domain configuration also varies as the structure changes with 

temperature. 

As BT transforms from the cubic to the tetragonal structure, the c-axis elongates and the 

lattice constant c/a ratio increases to 1.01 (DeVries and Burke, 1957). Strains develop and are 

relieved by the formation of domains with polarization along one of the three principal 

crystallographic axes. Due to the degeneracy of ±PS, there are six possible orientations in the 

tetragonal phase. In the tetragonal phase 90° and 180° domains occur. The 90° domain walls 

orient along one of the {101} planes (DeVries et al., 1957; Cao and Cross, 1991). The domains 

with polarization vectors antiparallel to each other are 180° domains. Optical microscopy cannot 

distinguish the 180° domains since the change of optical indices is only related to the strain and not 

direction. 

As the temperature decreases below 0°C, BT transforms into the orthorhombic structure. 

The polarization axis changes to one of the twelve <101> directions and the domains can meet with 

polarization vectors forming 60°, 90° and 180° angles (Smolenskii, 1982). As the temperature 

decreases even further to -80'C, BT transforms into the rhombohedral phase where the polarization 

axis goes to one of the eight <111> directions, and there are 71°, 109° and 180° domain structures. 

Experimentally, it was observed that in contrast to the tetragonal phase, birefringence occurred in 

both the orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases (Smolenskii, 1982). Also, the actual changes in 

polarization were larger than expected in the orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases. It was 

suggested that the increase in polarization was possibly due to both the change in crystal axes and 

the change in the magnitude of polarization (Merz, 1949). 

1.2.    Microscopy Techniques used to Observe Domain Configurations 

A significant amount of research has been conducted on BT since 1943 using various 

techniques such as optical (OM), scanning electron (SEM) and transmission electron (TEM) 

microscopes in an attempt to understand the relationship between the domain structures and the 



properties of BT. Most of the research dealt with the effects of electric fields and compressive 

stresses on the tetragonal domain configurations. Due to the low temperature necessary to observe 

the orthorhombic and rhombohedral domain configurations, their configurations have not been 

studied as frequently as the tetragonal phase configurations. 

Regions in which all polarization directions are parallel to the surface of the section are 

called "a" domains whereas regions perpendicular to the surface of the section are called "c" 

domains (Hooton and Merz, 1955). Using polarizing optical microscopy the "c" domains appear 

dark since the optic axis for a tetragonal phase is along the c-axis, whereas the "a" domains are 

bright (Merz, 1954). Hooton and Merz (1955), using optical microscopy were able to observe 

both 90° and 180° domains by etching BT samples with hydrochloric acid. They found that the 

positive end of the domain etched faster than the negative end of the polarization vector. Even 

though this technique proved successful for the observation of 90° and 180° domains, the method 

is destructive to the sample and not useful for dynamic studies. 

Electron microscopic techniques have been used to obtain high resolution information 

concerning the domains and domain boundaries (Merz, 1949). Domain patterns must be etched to 

be observed using SEM. Due to the preferential etching, the "a", "+c" and "-c" domains appeared 

gray, dark and bright, respectively (Hu, Chan, Wen and Harmer, 1986). Park and Chung (1994) 

using SEM observed that the 90° and 180° domains formed a herringbone pattern when all three 

domains ("a", "4c" and "-c") were present They also found that the spatial forms of the 90° and 

180° domain boundaries formed irregular cross sections which appeared cylindrical. 

When optical microscopy was compared to TEM, it was reported that the domain widths 

were much larger for bulk than thin film materials. The measured domain widths for bulk samples 

were tens of micrometers whereas for thin film techniques the widths were between hundredths or 

even thousandths of micrometers (Merz, 1949). It is believed that the bulk domains contain many 

smaller domains which were unobservable using optical microscopy. 

In this study, domain creation and orientation changes for the three phase transitions in BT 

were observed as a function of temperature. The technique differs from previous studies since it is 



in-situ, allowing domain configurations at each phase transition as well as in each ferroelectric 

phase to be observed in real time. Bulk domain behaviors can be determined without etching. 

§ 2.0. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The high quality barium titanate (BT) single crystal used in this study was obtained from 

the Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing China. The crystal was grown by 

the top seed solution method. As received, it was optically clear, free of imperfections, and 

untwined when examined under cross polarizers. 

The Laud X-ray technique was used to precisely determine the <001> family of directions 

in the crystal. The crystal was then sliced parallel to the (001) plane, ground to a thickness of 100 

|im, and polished with 0.5 |im gamma-alumina in kerosene. The samples were gold sputtered on 

one side leaving a 400 urn gap on the surface. Silver leads were attached to the electrodes with air 

dry silver paste. The samples were annealed above 200°C to remove any internal stresses in the 

material which were produced during the cutting and polishing operation. 

A high resolution CCD (Charged Coupled Device) camera attached to a Nikon transmission 

optical microscope (TOM) was connected to a monitor and VCR as illustrated in Figure 1. The 

birefringence between the domains permitted the observation of the domains with the polarizing 

light microscope. Magnifications up to 1300X can be observed on the monitor. The temperature- 

controlled sample stage (Linkam Inc.) in conjunction with the deep focal point of the objective 

lenses allows the observation of domain behavior as a function of temperature between +200*C 

and -185*C at a rate of 10°C/min. The stationary and changing domains were instantaneously 

recorded by the VCR and observed on the monitor. 

For the dielectric constant versus temperature measurements, the crystals were cut and 

polished to 100 \im thick sections. Circular gold electrodes were sputtered on parallel surfaces 

with diameters of 1 - 2 mm. The capacitance and loss of an unpoled crystal section were measured 

as functions of temperature and frequency using a Hewlett Packard Programmable 4275A Multi- 

frequency LCR meter in a computer controlled furnace system. The samples were measured on 

cooling from 200'C down to -160°C at l'C/min, then heated back to 200'C at l*C/min. 



§ 3.0. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A high quality BT single crystal section with (001) orientation was measured under 

transmission optical microscopy (TOM) as a function of temperature during several temperature 

cycles to determine domain configuration changes through the three ferroelectric phase transitions. 

These phase transitions were observed by the changes in the domain configurations and then 

compared with the measured dielectric constant. The (001) section contains several directions, as 

illustrated in Figure 2. 

3.1      Measured Dielectric Constant as a Function of Temperature 

The dielectric constant as a function of temperature during heating and cooling for an 

unpoled BT single crystal measured along the [001] direction is shown in Figure 3. The phase 

transitions temperatures of this crystal occurred at slightly higher temperatures than those measured 

by Merz (1949). In this experiment, the c<-H phase transitions occurred at 125°C on cooling and at 

a slightly higher temperature, 127°C on heating whereas the c«-H phase transition reported by 

Merz was 120°C. The other two phase transitions, i.e., M-w> and o«-»r showed larger thermal 

hystereses. The «-»o phase transitions occurred near 2.5°C on cooling and 10°C on heating, and 

the o<-»r phase transitions occurred at-100'C on cooling and-90*C on heating. 

3.2.     Optical Observation of the Cubic <-> Tetragonal Phase Transitions 

For each of the three thermal cycles, the cubic to tetragonal phases transition occurred at the 

same temperature of 125°C on cooling which was in agreement with the c<-H phase transition 

temperature of the measured dielectric constant shown in Figure 3. A small thermal hysteresis was 

observed as the sample was heated back through the tetragonal to cubic transition which occurred 

near 127°C. 

In the cubic phase above 125°C, the sample appeared to be a uniform color. On cooling, 

wedge shaped domains appeared at 125*C as shown in Figure 4(a). These wedge shaped domains 

elongated and widened with further cooling as shown in Figure 4(b) at 124.4°C. The isolated 

wedge domains grew into a more uniform twin band with domain walls oriented in [ll 0]. 

Another set of twin bands is formed with the domain walls oriented along the [110] direction. At 



122.3°C the entire sample contains tetragonal 90° domains as shown in Figure 4(c). One set of 

twin bands disappeared leaving only the twin band with domain walls oriented along [ll 0]. The 

lamellar domains had a wedge shape which traveled across the sample slowly as the temperature 

decreased until the entire sample was covered. Most of the domain growth occurred by 120°C. 

Afterwards, the domain width (1-5 |im) appeared to be saturated and did not change down to 

2.4°C. The 90° domains formed an "a-a" configuration on the plane. The sample contained a high 

density of the long and sharp 90° domains. The colors of domains alternated yellow and green. 

On heating, the tetragonal to cubic phase transition began at 124°C, signified by the 

disappearance of some domains. At 125°C the domains became very difficult to distinguish. At 

126°C a swift shift to cubic phase occurred and all domains disappeared in a sweeping motion. 

However, even at 127°C, the sample still shows some birefringence. Uniform color appeared only 

at 128'C. 

3.3.     Optical Observation of the Tetragonal <-» Orthorhombic Phase Transitions 

With further cooling down to 2.4°C the second phase transition started, which is from the 

tetragonal phase to the orthorhombic phase as shown in Figure 4(d). This phase transition took 

place within 0.4°C. It was also in agreement with the w-»o phase transition temperature in Figure 

3. The orthorhombic phase domains grew across the sample in a sweeping motion with a narrow 

but finite temperature interval as illustrated in Figures 4(d), 4(e), and 4(f). The orthorhombic 

domains were long and well defined domains. A single set of twin bands with domain walls 

oriented in the [010] evolved from the original tetragonal domains with domain wall oriented in 

[ll 0]. The domain walls effectively rotated by 45". The sample color changed to warmer colors 

(reds and oranges). Taking into account of the fact that the stripe period is similar in both the 

tetragonal and orthorhombic phases, this domain configuration change was caused to compensate 

the stress and charge distribution. 

On heating, the orthorhombic to tetragonal phase transition occurred at a much higher 

temperature, 14.4'C. The phase transition took place within 0.5°C as shown in Figures 4(h) to 

4(j). A moving interface perpendicular to the tetragonal domain walls swept across the sample, 



changing the domain wall orientation back to nearly the same configuration as before the t->o 

transition [Figure 4(c)]. The interface front which swept across the sample was not straight but 

slightly zigzagged. The period of this zigzag pattern corresponded roughly to that of a patchwork 

pattern. The recovered tetragonal phase consisted of long straight 90° domains similar to the 90° 

domains which appeared on cooling but with varying widths. 

3.4.     Optical Observation of the Orthorhombic <-> Rhombohedral Phase Transitions 

The orthorhombic to rhombohedral phase transition temperature could not be clearly 

defined from the optical observation of the domain configurations.  The observed phase transition 

temperatures varied from those shown in Figure 5.   At -110'C the sample still contained long 

orthorhombic domains as in Figure 4(j). At -123°C the sample darkened and the color became less 

orange and red, but the pattern was the same as that in Figure 4(g) in which the domain walls were 

oriented along the <I 00>. The domains disappeared instantaneously at -134°C probably reflecting 

the orthorhombic to rhombohedral phase transition, as shown in Figure 4(f).     However, in the 

area near a crack, domains were still present  These domains are possibly caused by the residual 

strain of the crack (Cao and Krumhansl, 1990).  The sample stayed in a uniform color down to 

-185'C. 

On heating to -110.4°C no domains were observed as shown in Figure 4(k). At -110.3*C, 

a cross hatching of the twin bands or a "patchwork" domain structure of purple color was observed 

as shown in Figure 40). The domain wall oriented along both the [1 00] and [010] directions. 

The width of the patchwork squares was approximately 10 - 50 um in size. This pattern may have 

originated from the rhombohedral domain period which has not been clarified in this work. At 

-5.3'C the brightness of the sample increased dramatically but the domain patterns remain the same 

as shown in Figure 4(h). The patchwork domain patterns existed up to 14.6'C where the sample 

went through the orthorhombic-tetragonal phase transition, shown in Figure 4(i). 

§ 4.0. SUMMARY 

A polarizing microscope in combination with a CCD camera system allowed the in-situ 

observation of the phase transition in barium titanate and the associated domain structures for 
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temperatures cycled between 200°C and -185°C.  The domain configuration in each of the three 

phases had its own orientation and morphology. The transitions all appeared to be first order due 

to the existence of thermal hysteresis. 

In the tetragonal phase, several twin bands were nucleated and later merged into a single set 

of twin bands with the domain wall oriented along the <110> directions. The width of the 

domains was in the range of 1 - 5 (im and did not seem to change significantly with temperature. 

The orthorhombic domains were different when the system was transformed from the high 

temperature phase or from the low temperature phase. On cooling, the system transformed into a 

single set of twin bands from the twin bands of the tetragonal phase via a propagating habit plane 

perpendicular to the tetragonal domain walls. In contrast, a patchwork pattern formed on heating. 

The patchwork domain structure transformed to the tetragonal twin band via a zigzagged interface 

of an orientation near the [010]. No clear domain patterns were visible under the TOM in the 

rhombohedral phase. 
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up of CCD microscope system used in this study. 

Figure 2: An illustration of the directions contained in the (001) section. 

Figure 3: The measured dielectric constant versus temperature for an unpoled BT single 

crystal. 

Figure 4: High quality 100% BT single crystal as a function of temperature,  (a) 125°C, (b) 

124.4'C, (c) 122.3°C, (d) 2.4°C, (e) 2.2'C, (f) 2.0'C, (g) -135°C, (h) 14.4'C, (i) 

14.6°C. (j) 14.9'C, (k) -110.4-C and (1) -110.3°C. 
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Electric Properties and Domain Structures in 
Ba(Ti,Sn)03 Ceramics 
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Abstract- The Ba(Ti,Sn)03 ceramics are known as relaxor 
materials and they show very small hysteresis of field induced strains 
and filed induced polarizations. Optical study was attempted to 
explain these dielectric properties. Domain structures and motions in 
BajTi,., Snx)03 (x=0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.13) ceramics were observed 
ander an electric field at various temperatures using a high resolution 
CCD microscope system. Electrical properties such as field induced 
strains, dielectric properties and field induced polarization 
characteristics were also measured. The Ba(Ti,., Snx)03 ceramics 
showed a significant difference in domain structures and motions 
with changing in the composition. The domain structure became tiny 
and complex with increasing x. Changes of domain structures due to 
the phase transitions were also observed with varying temperature. 
The domain reorientation was easily induced with rising and falling 
an electric field. The results of domain observations can explain the 
electrical properties welL 

1. Introduction 

Observation of domain structures and domain motion is very 
useful for understanding the physical properties of ferroelectric 
materials because domains are fundamentally associated with 
ferroelectricity. For the past few years we have been reporting on the 
dynamic domain motion in single crystals such as barium titanate and 
lead zinc niobate based compositions1'2). 

This paper concerns the domains in Ba(Ti, Sn)03 ceramics. 
Ba(Ti, Sn)Ö3 solid solutions are known as typical relaxor 
ferroelectric materials, and they exhibit dielectric and 
electromechanical characteristics associated with relaxor ferroelectrics 
such as very small hysteresis in the field induced polarization and 
strain3-4). These materials may provide a new category of useful 
actuator ceramics. Our investigation is focused on the domain 
motion in these materials as a means of analyzing the electrical 
characteristics. 

2. Experimental Procedure 

Samples of BaTi03(BT), Ba(Tio.o5Sno 05)O3(BTS-5), 
BaCTio^Sno.^OsfBTS-lO) and Ba(Tiq.87 Sno.13)03(BTS-13) were 
prepared by a conventional mixed oxide method. Mixed powders 
were calcined at 1100 °C for 2 hours. Disks 13 mm in diameter were 
pressed and sintered at 1350 °C for 10-50 hours in air. Sintered 

disks were sliced and polished 100 Jim in thickness. One side of 

each sample was finished with 0.25 |im diamond paste and attached 
on to a glass plate using resin; then the other side was polished and 
finished with 0.25 um diamond paste so that the sample thickness 

was less than 30 um. Gold electrodes were sputtered on the sample 
surfacewith a gap of 800 Jim, and then silver wires were attached to 
the electrode as shown in Figure 1. 

Domain motions of samples were observed with a high- 
resolution(480,000 pixels) CCD microscope(Japan Hightech Co.) at 
various temperatures with an electric field applied parallel to the 
surface. Figure 2 shows the CCD microscope system. The reasons 
of using this CCD microscope are; l)a SEM or TEM has higher 
magnification but it is difficult to apply electric field to sample and 
2)an ordinary optical microscope can not record the quick domain 
motion. 

The .uelectric constant versus temperature curve was measured 

in the temperature range from -100 to 200 °C using an automated 
Hewlett Packard system. Polarization versus electric field(P-E) 
curves were measured with a Sawyer-Tower circuit Strain-field 
characteristics were measured using a linear differential transformer. 

Specimen Electrode 

Gloss pbte 

Fig. 1 Configuration of Sample. 

Optical Camam 

Fig. 2 Configuration of CCD Microscope system. 

3. Results and Discussions 

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of permittivity for 
BT, BTS-5, BTS-10 and BTS-13. The Curie temperature shifts to 
the lower side, and the shape of the peak becomes remarkably 
broader with increasing Sn content The Curie temperatures of BT, 
BTS-5, BTS-10 and BTS-13 are 121.4, 85.7, 46.1 and 25.3 °C, 
respectively. 

Electrical and electromechanical properties such as the P-E and 
field-induced strain characteristics were measured at room 
temperature, and the results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Compared 
with the BT sample, the BTS samples show smaller remanent 
polarization and less hysteresis. This is due to the Curie temperature 
shift to lower temperatures and the change of the phase transition 
characteristic from sharp to diffuse with increasing Sn content. The 
crystal structure of both BTS-10 and BTS-13 at room temperature 
was found to be pseudo-cubic. The field induced strain curves show 
a trend similar to the P-E curvesfFig. 5). With increasing Sn 
content, the hysteresis becomes smaller. 
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Fig. 3 Permittivity vs. temperature characteristics of BTS samples. 
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Fig. 5 Field induced strain characteristics of BTS samples. 

Figure 6 shows the typical domain structures of BT, BTS-5, 
BTS-10 and BTS-13 samples at room temperature. The domain 
walls of BT are very clear straight lines, and the width of domain is 
rather thick. On the contrary, the domains of BTS-5 are tiny and less 
well defined. With increasing Sn content, these domain walls became 
more tiny and less well defined and finally, could not even be found 
in large grains(BTS-13). Variation of the domain structure with 

(a)BT (b) BTS-5 

(c) BTS-10 (d) BTS-13 

Fig. 6 Domain structures of BTS samples at room temperatue. 

temperature was also observed, and the results are shown in Figs. 
7.and 8. With increasing temperature, the domain walls became 
unclear and disappeared completely above the Curie temperature. 
BTS-S showed clear and simple domain structure at 55 *C because it 
shows tetragonal phase at this temperature. When the temperature 

(b) BTS-5(55 °C) 

(c) BTS-10(70 °C) (d) BTS-13(45 °C) 

Fig. 7 Domain structures of BTS samples at high temperature. 

was decreased, the BT and BTS samples showed different results. 
For the BT samples, the domain structures became difficult to define 
and some part of the large domains were divided into small spindle 
shape domains suddenly at 0 °C. We attribute this to the phase 
transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic at this temperature. The 
difference between the domain shapes in the tetragonal and 
orthorhombic phases is very clear, however the difference between 
domain shapes in the orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases is not 
significant. BTS-5 sample showed clear phase transitions from 
tetragonal to orthorhombic as shown in Fig.3 but it didn't show any 
sudden change of domain shape due to the phase transition like BT 
samples. The BTS-10, BTS-13 samples showed a gradual change 
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of domain structures with decreasing temperature. The domain walls 
S?!E RTc'n gC^'Jt a l0wer ^raperatures. It is noteworthy mat the BTS-13, which does not show any domain walls at room 
temperature, shows obvious domain walls at low 
teraperature(Fig.8). The domain size at this temperature is tiny and 
the domain walls are rather difficult to distinguish. 

(c) BTS-10(-90 °C) (d) BTS-13(-60 °C) 

Fig. 8 Domain structures of BTS samples at low temperature. 

Figures 9 and how domain motion of the BT and BTS 
samples as a functior .«trie field at room temperature. A field of 
±10 kV/cm was appi the samples. The BT samples showed 90° 
and 180° domain sv. ruling with application of the electric field. 
When +10 kV/cm was applied to the BT sample, the domain walls 
were reoriented by 90° (Fig.9(b)). The reoriented domain walls 
remained even after removing the electric field(Fig.9(c)). The 
reoriented domain walls returned to their initial orientation when a 
small negative bias was applied(Fig.9(d)). The hysteresis of the 
domain motion is associated with the hysteresis in the P-E and field 
induced strain characteristics. BTS-5 sample also showed small 
hysteresis of domain motion. Poled domain shape is different from 
both of initial state and with field state. On the contrary, the BTS- 

(a) Initial State (b) 10 kV/cm 

(c) 0 kV/cm (d) -6 kV/cm 

Fig. 9 Variation of domain structures of BT sample under an electric 
field. 

10,13 samples did not show any hysteresis of domain motion as 
shown in Fig. 10,11. Applying an electric field up to +10 kV/cm to 
the BTS-10 sample induces domain growth from tiny and complex 
domains to large and simple domains, and the domain structure 
returns to its initial state as the electric field is removed. In the case 
of the BTS-13 sample, the domain walls were observed only when 
an electric field of ±5 k V/cra was applied, and these domain walls 
disappeared above ±5 kV/cm as well as zero field. The domain 
dynamics of the BTS-13 sample is associated with the small 
hysteresis of P-E and field induced strain characteristics. 

(a) Initial State (b) 10 kV/cm 

(c) 0 kV/cm 
Fig.10 Variation of domain structures of BTS-10 sample under an 

electric field. 

(a) Initial State (b) 5 kV/cm 

(c) 10 kV/cm (d) 0 kV/cm 

Fig.ll Variation of domain structures of BTS-13 sample under an 
electric field. 

4.Conclusions 

Domain structures of Ba(Sn,Ti)03 become drastically smaller, 
less well-defined and more complex with increasing Sn content. 
These micro domain configurations are rather similar to those of the 
relaxor ferroelectric PbCZni^Nb^X^1). 

The domain motion of the BaTi03 and Ba(Tio.95Sno.05)03 
ceramic show hysteresis under an electric field, while the 
BaCnO.9Sno.DO3 and Ba(Tin.87 Sn<).l3)03 samples do not exhibit 
hysteresis; this explains reasonably the superior nonhysteretic 
characteristic in the induced strain curve of Ba(Ti,SnX^. 
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ELASTIC AND ELECTRIC CONSTRAINTS IN THE 
FORMATION OF FERROELECTRIC DOMAINS 
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Domain formation in ferroelectric system is a consequence of energy competition between different 
energy sources, including doimiin wall energy ;ind the dipole-dipole interaction energy which are in- 
ternal, and the electrostatic energy from compensating charges and the clastic interaction energy from 
boundary constraints which are external. The external contributions give the domain patterns in fcr- 
roelcclrics some distinct features which are different from those in ferromagnetics and ferroelaslics. 

Keywords: Ferroelectric, ferroelastic, domains, domain walls, elastic constants. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dom;iin formation is a common feature of ferroic systems, which fascinates sci- 
entists not only because its physical complexity, but also because the role of domains 
in determining many physical properties of ferroic systems. In simple physical 
arguments, the formation of domains is the manifestation of the coexistence of 
multi-variants in the ferroic phase. There are two distinct groups, i.e., coherent 
and incoherent domains. The latter is the result of multi-nucleation centers for the 
ferroic transition associated with structural defects, such as cracks, dislocations, 
surfaces, etc., domains of this kind can not.be switched easily from one to the 
other since they have strong tics with defects. The formation of coherent domain 
patterns is controlled by the intrinsic properties of the system and the boundary 
conditions, it can be described from the view point of energy balance between 
different sources. 

The simplest and the most thoroughly studied ferroic system is ferromagnetic 
system in which the domain formation is dominated by two energy sources, i.e., 
the domain wall energy and the demagnetization energy,1-2 Since there arc no free 
magnetic monopoles, the magnetization in the domain structures must form a closed 
loop. In a ferroelastic case, the domain formation is determined by the balance of 
domain wall energy and the clastic interaction energy with the surrounding me- 
dium.1 Domain formation in fcrroelastics is more involved than in ferromagnetics 
because the inclusion of the surrounding medium in the energy minimization process 
and the tensorial nature of the clastic interactions. Ferroelectric system is the most 
complicated among all three types of ferroic systems, which combines the char- 
acteristics of both ferromagnetic and ferroelastic systems, in addition, there is a 
new complication of free charge carriers which accumulate at the interfaces and 
the surfaces of a finite system to compensate the internal electric field. In order 
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to understand the influence of electric boundary conditions and the elastic con- 
straints on the formation of domain patterns, we need to analyze each energy 
contributions in more detail. 

DOMAIN WALL ENERGY 

Domain wall is the coherent transition region in a twin structure. In the spirit of 
Landau-Ginzburg theory, the domain wall can be described by a continuum model 
consisting both nonlinear and nonlocal contributions.4 5 The mathematic formu- 
lation of the continuum theory allows solitary wave solutions which describe the 
twin and twin band structures in fcrroelectrics. From these solutions one can cal- 
culate all the physical properties of domains and domain walls, such as the width 
of domains, the thickness of domain walls and the energy associated with domain 
walls. It can be easily verified from the solution of continuum theory that the 
energy associated with a domain wall is positive definite and the interaction between 
walls is repulsive.'1 Because of the positive energy associated with these domain 
walls, single domain state would be the most desirable configuration when the 
depolarization field is compensated. 

ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY AND 180° DOMAINS 

There are two sources for the electrostatic energy. One is the interaction energy 
among the dipolcs generated in each unit cell, which tends to align the dipoles in 
the forwarding direction (along the poling direction) but flip over all neighboring 
dipoles in the transverse direction (perpendicular to the poling direction). When 
this dipole-dipole interaction energy is used to balance the domain wall energy, 
the result will be a regularly spaced 180° domains with planar domain walls.6-7 The 
other electrostatic energy contribution is from the free charge accumulations, mostly 
on the surfaces and interfaces as a mean to compensate nonvanishing electric fields. 
Because of these compensating charges, ferroelectric domain patterns do not have 
to arrange the polarization vector in the domains to form a closed loop like in 
ferromagnetics. These two electrostatic energy contributions plus the domain wall 
energy contribution make the formation of 180° domains very complicated. In 
certain cases, the effects of compensating charges may be neglected due to the 
relatively lone relaxation time, especially when the charges are captured from 
external sources, but one must include the contributions from the internal charge 
carriers in calculating the stable domain patterns in fcrroelectrics.x-9 When the 
compensating charges are neglected, the 180° domain pattern in fcrroelectrics is 
similar to that of the ferromagnetic case, i.e., regularly spaced domains with planar 
domain walls. However, with the compensating charge effects, the 180° domains 
will not be regularly spaced and may not even be planar depending on the charge 
carrier concentration and the conductivity of the system. Figure 1(a) is for the case 
of regularly spaced 180° domain pattern where no free charges are present. Figure 
1(b) is the irregular 180° domain pattern for which the depolarization filed is 
compensated in each of the domains and the free charge carriers trapped on the 
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FIGURE I (a) Regularly spaced 180° ferroelectric domains without free charges, (b) irregularly spaced 
I KIP domain pattern caused by the charge compensation on the surface and interfaces, and (c) nonplanar 
domain walls. 

domain walls cause the wall to bend, this pattern may eventually settle down to 
the situation illustrated in Figure 1(c) which shows the nonplanar 180° domain walls 
commonly observed in ferroelectrics. 

ELASTIC ENERGY AND NON-180" DOMAINS 

The formation of non-180° domains, such as 90° domains in tetragonal ferroelectrics, 
is controlled by the elastic boundary conditions. The elastic interaction energy 
between the system and the surrounding medium depends on the geometry of the 
system and the size of the medium. There are 1-D, 2-D and 3-D cases in terms of 
clastic energy calculation. Figure 2(a) is the 1-D case in which the vertical dimension 
of the medium along the domain wail is relatively small and the horizontal dimen- 
sion and the dimension perpendicular to the drawing plane are very large, Figure 
2(b) is the 2-D case in which the dimension of the system is much larger perpen- 
dicular to the drawing plane than that in the plane, and Figure 2(c) is the 3-D case 
in which the system is simply merged in a large three dimensional medium. 
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FIGURE 2   The definition of 1-D, 2-D and 3-D stress situation used in the analysis for a ferroelectric 
in an clastic medium. 

In thin film case, the ferroelectrics is attached to the substrate only on one side, 
if we look at the cross section the stress field generated at the interface is either 
1-D or 2-D, while the domains inside ceramic is an example of 3-D case. As a 
consequence of the stress field difference, domain size can be quite different for 
thin film with substrate, thin samples for TEM observations and a grain inside a 
large ceramic. Previous analyses1-7 on ferroelastic domains all give the same square- 
root relationship between the domain size/rf, and the grain size Lg, i.e., 

Ij«VTs (1) 

which is the same as for ferromagnetic domains. However, no concrete experi- 
mental data are available to verify this relationship up to date. 

Of cause, all theories were based on certain assumptions which may not always 
be applicable. There are circumstances when this relation does not hold, for ex- 
ample, let us take a simple 1-D case as shown in Figure 3 for a cubic-tetragonal 
phase transition. Figure 3(a) is a section of a ferroelectric system which will form 
one of the 90° domains below the transition temperature with the polarization 
pointing to the [010] direction, the system is free on one side and attached to an 
elastic medium on the other side, the medium is fixed at its bottom to simplify our 
calculation. Assuming we can make an imaginary separation of the system and the 
medium, the system will transform freely to the tetragonal phase making a shear 
deformation in [1 1 0] as illustrated at the top portion of Figure 3(b), if we now 
apply a virtual stress in the vertical direction which is a linear function of the 
horizontal axis so that the system and the medium will have the same slope along 
their interface and rejoin the two together afterwards, the whole structure will 
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FIGURE 3 A section of a ferroelectric attached to a medium whose bottom is fixed, (a) before the 
phase transition, (b) after the cubic-tetragonal transition and (c) the final stable configuration and the 
stress contour. 

readjust to the new equilibrium position as shown in Figure 3(c), where the surface 
of the system will be bent and the stress field is illustrated by the contour curves 
with the high stress concentrated near the domain wall regions. When the elastic 
constant of the medium is the same as the ferroelectric system, we can approximate 
the elastic energy of Figure 3(c) by taking one-half of the energy calculated in 
Figure 3(b) using the equal partition principle since the kinetic energy will be 
damped out during the relaxation process from Figure 3(b) to Figure 3(c). When 
the elastic constant of the medium is different from the system, the elastic energy 
of Figure 3(c) will be proportional to the elastic energy of Figure 3(b) but not equal 
to one-half. This elastic interaction energy between the medium and the system 
gives an additional effective contribution to the system, which if used to balance 
the domain wall energy will lead to the following equilibrium domain size ld, 

I, = 
24awT2L2 

Ca2 (2) 

where the quantity o„. is area density of the domain wall energy, C is the effective 
normal elastic constant of the medium in [1 10] direction and a is the deformation 
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angle caused by the shear in the [I 1 ()] direction. Considering U to be the grain 
size, the relationship between the domain size and the grain size will be cubic-root 
instead of square-root as Equation (1). 

The inclusion of the medium dimension T2 in the expression is a consequence 
of the global energy minimization and the fact that the 1-D like stress will extend 
into the whole medium. In most of practical cases, the medium is much larger 
compared to the system, therefore, the stress field becomes 2-D or 3-D, which will 
decay in the inverse powers of distance from the system-medium interface. In the 
2- and 3-D cases the medium dimension T2 is integrated out to become a charac- 
teristic length for the stress field, but the cubic relation Equation (2) still hold. 
Compared with the experimental data of Arlt1" for BaTiO, the cubical relation fit 
much better than the quadratic relation for the larger grain tetragonal phase. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The formation of coherent ferroelectric domains is the result of global energy 
minimization which not only involves the ferroelectric but also the free charges 
and the clastic medium that is directly in contact with the ferroelectric. The com- 
petition between three energy sources determines the formation of 180° domains, 
the domain wall energy, the dipole-dipole interaction energy and the free charges 
at the surfaces and interfaces. The presence of free charges causes the formation 
of irregular 180° domain patterns, and the walls may even be curved in certain 
cases. Since the free charges can flow through the system, the 180° domains can 
not have "memory" when the temperature is cycled through the ferroelectric phase 
transition. 

The formation of coherent non-1800 domains is mainly a consequence of the 
elastic interaction of the system with the surrounding medium. The stress field 
produced at the interface could have 1-D, 2-D or 3-D nature for different geometry 
as shown in Figure 2. For the 2-D and 3-D cases; the interface stress will decay in 
the inverse power law so that the domain size will be independent of the medium 
size for a relative large medium. But for system with 1-D like stress, the dimension 
of the medium will also influence the domain size. A simple derivation shows that 
the domain size-grain size relationship for the ferroelastic walls is cubical instead 
of quadratic for the !-D model. Compared with existing experimental data on 
BaTiO,. the cubic-root relation fits better than the square-root relation systems 
with grain size larger than 10 urn. 
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Abstract 

A study of the ferroelastic domain size variations with grain sizes in Pb(Zr,Ti)03 

[PZT] ferroelectric ceramic has been conducted. Experimental results determined by a 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study on hard and soft PZT ceramics indicate that 

it is possible to observe a bulk metastable domain configuration in a thinned foil. 

Theoretical analysis and direct transmission electron microscopy observations demonstrate 

that the domain structures are strongly dependent on the elastic boundary conditions and 

crystallite sizes. The traditional parabolic domain size and grain size relation is not a 

comprehensive description of the distribution of domains in ceramics, especially for small 

grain size systems. Statistical analysis of the domain size distributions in PZT reveals that 

the parabolic dependence is only good for a limited size range of ljim - 10 p.m. For gains 

size > 10 p.m. the exponent tends toward 1/3 while for grain size < \\im, the exponent is 

larger than 1/2. Additional insights are gained from the analysis of poled ceramics which 

reveal direct evidence for trans-granular domain switching mechanisms. 



Introduction 

Domain structures are generated during a structural phase transition to recover the 

lost symmetry operations[l,2]. In ferroic materials, these domain structures can be 

switched by external (elastic, electric, or magnetic) fields. Hence the domain population 

distribution is strongly affected by these fields. 

Stable domain configurations in ferroic materials are the result of an energy balance. 

In the case of a ferroelectric system stable domain configurations reflect the balance of 

anisotropy energy, domain wall energy, electric and elastic energies. Previous theoretical 

investigations considered the energy balance of elastic interactions and that of the domain 

walls, which leads to a parabolic scaling (m=l/2) of the grain-domain size relation [3-8], 

Domain Size <* (Grain Size)"1. (l) 

Most previous domain size studies have focused on ceramic BaTi03. One of the 

major reasons for studying this system is the strong macroscopic dielectric constant 

enhancement observed in the tetragonal ferroelectric phase of 1.0 (im grain materials 

compared to coarse grain ceramics and single crystals. The change of the dielectric 

constant with grain size has been accounted for in terms of the different stresses created 

under the spontaneous deformation at the cubic-tetragonal phase transition [9]. 

Arlt re-examined the domain size distributions in BaTiC>3 ceramic and departure of 

the domain size grain size relation from the parabolic relation for grain size below 1 u.m and 

above 10 u.m [7]. Domain density is higher than the value predicted using the parabolic 

relation for submicron grains as shown in Figure 1. For grain sizes larger than 10 u.m, the 

exponent in Eq. (1), m, is found to be close to 1/3, and the slope becomes steeper as the 

grain size decreases. When the whole range of domain and grain sizes are considered, the 

fitting to the m=l/2 is very poor as shown in Fig. 1. The current work is in part triggered 

by this observation. 

In practice, the size effect of domain structures is of importance to the future 

application trends in ferroelectric based materials. In the last few years there have been 



rapid advances in the ability to fabricate thin and thick films for applications such as 

memories, micromotors, thermal imaging, multilayer capacitors, and actuators[10,l 1] The 

miniaturization of ferroelectric based electroceramic components is accompanied by the 

necessity of the reduction of grain sizes. Consequently, the domain sizes, domain 

configurations, and domain wall mobility will all be changed. 

Owing to the large contribution of the elastodielectric properties from the extrinsic 

mechanisms, i.e., domain walls motion, it is imperative to advance the understanding of 

domain size effects in the submicron grain size ceramics! 12,13]. In this paper, we present 

some experimental studies on the domain size distributions in poled and unpoled PZT 

ceramics. In addition, thermally cycling effects on the domain populations in the thin foil 

samples used in the TEM experiments were also examined. Theoretical analysis shows that 

the exponent, m, in the domain size-grain size relation can vary substantially due to the 

change of boundary conditions and also dimensions. 

Experimental 

Ceramic processing 

Morphotropic phase boundary composition PZT has been investigated in sintered 

ceramics with a grain size variation from 0.2 to 14 Jim. Starting powder size variations 

were obtained from solid state reactions using conventional and reactive calcination 

techniques! 14,15]. Grain size variations were obtained by controlling densification and 

grain growth during the sintering process. The submicron grain size ceramics were 

fabricated using hot pressing techniques; namely, hot uniaxial pressure (HUP) and hot 

isostatic pressure (HIP). The larger grain size ceramics (> 1 urn) were sintered using 

conventional methods by varying temperature and time in closed crucibles and controlling 

the lead atmosphere with PbZr03 sources. 

Two systems with the morphotropic composition were investigated in this study: 

one is undoped Pb(Zr 52Ti.48)03, and the other is Nb-doped PZT based on compositional 



formula of Pbo.988(Zro.52Tio.48)0.976Nb<).02403 [17]. The undoped PZT is naturally 

a hard piezoelectric material owing to the superoxidation processes creating an excess of 

acceptor lead vacancies over oxygen vacancies. The Nb-donor doping is commonly used 

in commercial soft PZT for piezoelectric applications and is therefore regarded as a model 

system for this study. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy 

The domain size distributions and structures were investigated using analytical 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM); Phillips-420 STEM operated at 120 kV. TEM is 

most suited for microstructural investigations in the nanometer to micrometer size regime. 

Ferroelectric domains can be directly imaged using diffraction contrast imaging techniques 

[18,19]. The observations were made on dense (>95% theoretical density) ceramic 

samples which were cut and polished to a thickness of 70 \im. Samples were epoxied to 3 

mm copper grids before ion-beam thinning at 3 kV, with a 12° glancing angle until electron 

transparent. The poled samples were prepared after exposure to a poling field of 40 kV/cm 

in a heated oil bath at 120*C for 20 minutes. Samples were prepared with the poling 

direction in the plane of the thin foil. A Gatan single tilt hot stage was used to heat thinned 

samples through the transition temperature to re-equilibrate the domain configurations in the 

foils used for TEM studies. 

Theoretical 

Our investigation is primarily concerned with the non-180" domains in PZT 

ceramics. At the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) of PZT there exist the possibility of 

the coexistence of two ferroelectric phases, i.e., tetragonal and rhombohedral [20]. There 

are 14 possible polarization directions (6 for tetragonal phase and 8 for rhombohedral 

phase), and domain wall orientations are in {100} and {110} psuedocubic lattice planes. 

The size of the domains as bounded by the domain walls is influenced by the energy 



considerations listed above. In the case of the non-1800 ferroelectric domains the dominant 

contributions are the wall energy, Ew and the elastic energy, Eei. 

The domain wall energy is a consequence of strong non-local coupling. The energy 

density contribution from the domain walls can be calculated with the Landau-Ginzburg 

expansion [20,21]. The effective energy density of the domain walls can be expressed as : 

Ew=  D (2) 

where aw is the surface energy density of a domain wall, and D is the domain size [3-6]. 

Both ferroelastic and ferroelectric transitions are accompanied by large strain 

changes. In a confined system, this strain produced at the phase transition would entail a 

large elastic energy if the ferroic phase were to form a single domain. Therefore, a 

multidomain state is produced to minimize the elastic interaction energy between the system 

and the surrounding medium. The calculation of the elastic energy density depends on the 

nature of the boundary conditions and the dimensionality of the system. As mentioned 

above there have been a number of approaches to evaluate the size of ferroelastic and 

coelastic domains, all suggesting a parabolic relation [3-8]. Most of the previous 

calculations have utilized the concept of invariant plane strain [3] and assume vanishing far 

field elastic strain produced at the system-medium interface. However, in a finite system 

and a finite medium the calculation of interaction energy depend strongly on the geometry 

and boundary conditions. In what follows we conduct an analysis in a simple system to 

show this situation. 

Figure 2 shows a finite system with dimensions of Li x L2 x L3 joined with an 

elastic medium having dimensions of Lj x T2 x L3. Where, L\, L3 » L2 and T2, similar 

to the practical case of a thin film on a substrate. Since the dimension of the medium is 

small, we should use a different estimate for the elastic interaction energy. 

Considering as a model example of a cubic to tetragonal phase transition, 90° 

domains will form in accordance with the elastic boundary constraints. If x, y and z 

coordinates, as shown in Figure 2(a), are chosen to correspond to the original cubic 



symmetry directions of [110], [TlO], and [001], the 90° domain walls will be parallel to the 

y-z plane. For simplicity consider the top surface of the sample to be free, whereas the 

bottom of the medium is rigidly fixed. We now select a single domain section along with 

the attached medium as shown in Figure 2(b). The approach developed by Eshelby is used 

to calculate the elastic energy generated at the phase transition [22]. Assuming the system 

and the medium are separated so that the system is free to transform, a shear deformation 

will occur in the system as shown in Fig. 2 (b). We then press the medium to match the 

slope of the transformed system so that an effective energy density of the following form 

will be generated [22], 

Eeff=24T2LlD2LlL2L3 (3) 

where C is the normal elastic constant of the medium and a is the inclined angle produced 

by the shear deformation in the [TlO] direction. It can be shown that if the elastic constant 

of the medium is the same as that of the system, the final energy given by Eq. (3) is 

roughly reduced by one half due to dissipation in the relaxation process, after the system 

and the medium are rejoined together. 

The total effective energy density is therefore given by 

Etot = Ew + Ec, = -j* + 48 "2L D2 (4) 

Minimizing this expression with respect to D gives rise to the optimal domain size, 

D = 
f24awT2L2^

L 

Ca2 (5) 

When D = L2 the system is in single domain state. 

The value T2 represents an effective coherent range of the stress field from the 

system medium interface, it approaches a saturated finite value for large medium. In this 

case the relation becomes a cube root which can be seen from the experimental results in 

Figure 1. 



When the medium size is small however, such as in fine grain size system, the 

value of T2 reflects the coherent length of the medium which is approximately the same 

order as the grain size, i.e., T2 - L2, from Eq. (5) the exponent becomes 2/3. 

It is therefore recognized that the elastic boundary conditions can strongly influence 

the domain sizes in finite grain size systems. For the about case analyzed the exponent, m, 

will vary continuously with the grain size and may change from 2/3 to 1/3 with the increase 

of grain size. 

Results and Discussions 

In the nature of this experiment we must ensure that the obtained domain sizes by 

the TEM technique are representative of the bulk ceramic but not the ion-beam thinned 

foils. We found that in order for this to be true, the ferroelectric material must have a 

moderately high transition temperature compared with sample preparation and observation 

temperatures. The thermal and mechanical stresses have to be kept to a minimum during the 

cutting, polishing and ion beam thinning processes. Under these conditions, samples 

prepared may preserve the bulk domain structures (which are metastable configurations in 

the thin foil). 

Two tests were performed in the PZT samples to verify this fact. First, poled Nb- 

doped piezoelectric ceramics were thinned and shown to preserve an aligned domain 

configuration which are expected only in poled sample, as shown in Figure 3 (a-c), 

indicating there were no major redistribution of the domains during the sample preparation 

procedure. Second, unpoled ceramic samples were analyzed for domain size distribution 

after ion beam thinning and later after being heated and cooled slowly through the transition 

temperature inside the TEM with a hot stage. A difference in the mode and shape of the 

distribution function of the domain sizes was observed before and after the foils were 

heated through the transition temperature. The domain sizes are shifted to multi-modal 

distributions with the majority of domains smaller in the thin foil samples after the heat 



treatment; suggesting the domain patterns before heating are metastable. These test results 

support the claim that carefully prepared TEM samples can preserve domain structures 

representative of the bulk ceramic in systems with moderately high transition temperatures. 

Figure 4 shows a selection of domain structures in a variety of grain size for PZT 

piezoelectric ceramics. We note in the finer grain ceramics ( 0.2 Jim ) the domain walls 

generally have preferred orientations, in other words, the number of variants becomes less 

within each grain. The domain walls are generally periodic as shown in Figure 4 (a) and 

transverse across the entire grain to pin on the grain boundaries. Figure 4 (b) shows a 

typical domain structure for the soft PZT with a mean grain size 0.8 urn Figure 4 (c) 

shows a multimodal domain size distribution in soft PZT with 1.8 ^im mean grain size after 

the thinned TEM foil was heated above the transition temperature and then slowly cooled in 

the microscope. Figure 4(d) is a typical complex multiple variant domain configuration for 

larger grain sized PZT. 

A statistical analysis of the grain and domain sizes is determined directly by 

measuring scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of etched ceramics and TEM 

micrographs, respectively. The domains measured were limited to those tilted such that no 

6 fringes are observed; i.e., domain wall planes are parallel to the electron beam direction 

[18,19]. The histograms for the grain size are in general symmetric and therefore the mode 

and the mean are almost the same as observed in the typical histograms, Figure 5(a). 

However, the histograms of the domain size distributions are often skewed, an example is 

given in Figure 5(b), therefore, the modes of the domain distribution are selected for 

comparison. The mode in the distribution corresponding to the most probable domain size 

as indicated in Fig. 5 (a), but not the mean value. The mode values and the errors based on 

a full width half maximum distribution are listed in Table I. 

The experimental values for the domain sizes are plotted against the corresponding 

grain sizes in Figure 6(a) and (b) for Nb-doped and undoped PZT, respectively. For both 

compositions of grain sizes between 1.0 |xm and 10 |im the exponent is found to be 



approximately m = 0.5±0.03, consistent with previous bulk ceramic studies. However, 

the domain size in the 0.1 pirn grain sample show departure from the m=l/2 curve as 

shown in Fig. 6 (a). Similar departures have been reported for domain structures in the 

fine grain thin film ferroelectrics [24]. The departure to higher domain densities in 

submicron grains may be associated with the inhomogeneous strain fields, which also have 

been found to increase the domain densities in highly defective coelastic crystals [4]. With 

higher domain densities, one might expect a larger extrinsic contribution to elastodielectric 

properties, but this is found not to be the case in both PZT fine grain bulk ceramics and thin 

film studies [25-27]. One possible reason for this is a decrease in the domain mobility and 

the number of variants in each grain as the grain size decreases. In the case of grain sizes 

larger than 10 UMTI our data is limited to one composition and one grain size but it is noted 

that this point also departs from the parabolic relation in a manner consistent with the 

course grain BaTi03 ceramics [see the upper curve in Fig. 6 (b)]. 

The domain structures observed in the poled PZT ceramics are shown to be 

strongly influenced by the neighboring grain domain structures, both with regard to domain 

wall spacing and orientations. Figure 3 (a) and (b) clearly show a transgranular elastic 

coupling, which can only be explained through cooperative intra- and trans-granular 

domain switching. Figure 3(a) shows grain #3 with two sets of periodic ferroelastic twins, 

DWX and DWy, which couple respectively to domain configurations in the adjacent grains 

labeled #1 and #2 respectively. Figure 3 (b) also shows transgranular coupling of poled 

domain structures. This micrograph shows the grain boundary between grains #2 and #3 

perturbs the periodicity of domain structure in grain #1. Transgranular coupling is also of 

practical importance for fine grained thin film piezoelectric materials for devices such as 

micromotors. Grain boundary phases must be kept at a minimum to maximize the 

transgranular coupling. The transgranular coupling and their relation to elastodielectric 

properties will be the focus of future investigations in the domain structures of PZT 

ceramics. 
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Conclusions 

Through a simple model we have shown that the relation between domain size and 

grain sizes may not be parabolic, instead, it depends strongly on the boundary conditions 

and the geometry of the system and the size of surrounding medium. For very large grain 

system, the exponent m should be 1/3, and m increases with decreasing grain size. 

Experimentally we found that for grain size between 1.0-10 Jim range, the parabolic 

relation (m=l/2) can reasonably describe the domain size gTain size relation for bulk 

ceramic hard and soft PZTs. Deviation from the parabolic relation to higher domain 

densities were found in systems with grain size greater than 10 urn and less than 1 \Lm, 

consistent with the trend predicted in the theoretical analysis. 

Experiments were conducted to establish the TEM technique as a valid method for 

domain size assessment in bulk ceramics. Using poled samples and heating cycles, the 

domain size were confirmed to reflect that of the bulk ceramic when the samples were 

prepared at temperatures much below the transition temperature. Domain redistribution 

reflecting the new boundary conditions of the thin foil was found only after the samples 

were heated to temperatures near Tc. 

Additionally, it was noted that fine grain fenroelectrics (< 1 um) often contain one 

or two set of simple twin bands, while larger grains can have many cross hatching twin 

band structures. The result of fine grains having simple domain structures implies a 

reduction in the degrees of freedom a particular grain can readily deform under the 

transition. The reduced variants combined with the surface pinning of the domain walls 

may be the cause for the reduction of domain wall mobility and hence the associated 

extrinsic elasto-dielectric properties for fine grain PZT ceramics and thin films. 

The poled ceramic samples reveal direct evidence of the domain switching process 

involving both intragranular and transgranular cooperation. The transgranular switching 

indicates that the non-1800 domains have strong semi-coherent elastic coupling across grain 

boundaries. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1.      Domain size versus grain size for BaTi03 ceramics, experimental results 

compared to parabolic relation (after Arlt 1990, ref. 7). 

Figure 2.      (a)    Schematic illustration of a 90° twin band attached to and substrate 

medium with a fixed bottom, 

(b)    Coordinate system and a section of (a) with only one tetragonal domain. 

Figure 3.      (a) - (c) Multi-beam bright field TEM images of domain structures in a poled 

PZT ceramic foil. 

Figure 4.      Typical bright field images of ferroelectric domain structures in (a) 0.2 urn, 

(b) 0.8 urn, (c) 1.8 Jim, and (d) 14 \im bulk ceramics. 

Figure 5.      Typical histograms of (a) grain size distribution of undoped PZT, Gmode = 

0.8 urn and (b) domain size distribution of Nb-doped PZT, Dmode =0-2 urn. 

Figure 6.      (a)       Logarithmic plot of measured domain size versus grain size for Nb- 

doped PZT ceramics and the parabolic relation, 

(b)     Comparison of the domain size grain size relation in undoped PZT and 

large grain BaTiÜ3. The exponent, m, for BaTiOß of large grains is 

- 1/3 while for PZT is - 1/2 except the largest grain sample show 

deviation to higher domain density. 
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Defect Stabilized Periodic Amplitude Modulations in Ferroelectrics 

Wenwu Cao 
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ABSTRACT 

Theoretical analysis shows that the total free energy of a ferroelectric system with free 

boundary conditions increases with the number of the inhomogeneous regions, such as domain 

walls and other modulated structures. However, charged defects could lower the total energy of a 

ferroelectric system by interacting with the charge density fluctuations in the inhomogeneous 

regions. We discuss a special kind of inhomogeneous microstructure in a lanthanum doped lead 

titanate, the amplitude modulations, which can be stabilized by the aliovalent dopants. 

Keywords: Defects, precursor, modulations, ferroelectrics, doping 



I. INTRODUCTION 

There are many known microstructures in ferroic systems, such as twinbands, 

microtwinning, tweed, etc., particularly in many proper and improper ferroelastic systems 

(Tanner, Pelton and Gronsky, 1982; Clapp, Rifkin and Tanner, 1988; Osjima, Sugiyama and 

Fujima, 1988) including high Tc- superconductors (Schmahl, et al, 1989). In many cases, complex 

microstructure are originated from localized stress or strain due to defect doping (Cao and 

Krumhansl, 1990; Falk, 1982; Salje, 1990). 

These microstructures not only fascinate scientists but also control the physical properties 

of ferroic materials. They have a strong dependence on the nature and number of defects in the 

system. In some cases, an intrinsic excitation of the system is the driving force for the ordering of 

the defects and these ordered defects play the role of pinning centers to stabilize the intrinsic 

excitations of the system which otherwise will be unstable or metastable. 

Recently a new type of spatial amplitude modulation is reported in a lanthanum doped lead 

titanate solid solution system, Pbi.ayLayTi03, as shown in Fig. 1 (Randall, Rossetti and Cao, 

1994; Rossetti, Cao and Randall, 1994). Fig. 1 (a)-(d) are the bright field image of the 

microstructures for La content of 1%, 5%, 10%, and 25%. One can see that a modulation is 

developing with the lanthanum content and it is the most pronounced in Fig. 1(c) where clear 

modulations are shown inside each of the domains. Through the change of the image conditions it 

is found that the modulations are not microtwinning, instead, they are amplitude modulations with 

the polarization directions unchanged (Randall, Rossetti and Cao, 1994; Rossetti, Cao and 

Randall, 1994). In other words, the wave vector of the modulation is oriented in the same direction 
as that of the polarization. 

Obviously, from the sequence of Fig. 1, this modulated structure is induced by the 

lanthanum dopants. It is the results of the interaction between these aliovalent dopants and an 

inhomogeneous periodic excitations in the system. In what follows, we will derive this intrinsic 

excitations in a system with first order phase transition by using the Landau-Ginzburg theory, and 

also discuss the mechanism for the formation of the microstructures shown in Fig. 1 (c) in terms of 

defect stabilization of metastable and/or unstable microstructures of a pure system. 

II.        LANDAU-GINZBURG MODEL 

Cao and Cross (1991) have developed a continuum model for the Oh-Gw proper 

ferroelectric phase transition based on Landau-Ginzburg theory. The free energy density can be 
written as the following: 

F(Pi, Pij, Tiki) = FL (Pi) + Fel (Tiki) + Fc (Pi,Tlkl) + FG (Pjj) (1) 



2 2 2 
+ 2C44 (ri 12 + T| 13 + T|23), 

where FL (Pi) is the Landau energy for the polarization, 

FL (Pi) = ai (Pi2 + P2
2 + P23) + <Xl 1 (Pi2 + P2

2 + P23)2 + ai2 (Pi2P22 + P22P32 

+ P]2P32) + ain (Pi6 + P2
6 + P36) + aii2[Pi4(P22 + P32) 

+ P2
4 (Pi2 + P32) + P34(Pl2 + P22)] + «123 Pl2P22P32, (2) 

Fel (Tiki) is the elastic energy of the system, 

Cn     2        2        2 
Fel OW = ~2~ (T| 11 + ^22 + ^33) + C12 Ol 11^22 + ^ 11^33 + Ti22T»33> 

(3) 

Fc (Pi/Hkl) represents the coupling between the primary and the secondary order parameters, 

Fc(Pi.'HkP = -qii(Tl11Pj + Th^ + TlsB^ -qi2[Tln(P2+P3
2) + ^22 (P? + P3I + ^33 (P? + P^) 1 

-2q44(Tl12P1P2 + Tl13P1P3 + Tl23P2P3), 

(4) 

and FG (Pi j) is the lowest order gradient energy, which has the independent invariant form of 

FG(Pi,j) = [gll(P?.l + P2,2+P3,3) + gl2(Pl,lP2,2+Pl,lP3,3+P2,2P3,3) 

+ ^ [(Pl,2+P2,l)2+(Pl.3+P3,l)2+(P2,3+P3,2)2]  • 

The physical meaning of the expansion coefficients can be found in the original paper of Cao and 

Cross (1991), and all the coefficients are assumed to be independent of temperature except oci, 

cci = ao (T-T0). (6) 

Minimizing the free energy Eq. (1) with respect to the polarization and the elastic displacement 

field give the following solutions for a homogeneous system (Cao and Cross, 1991): 

(i)For T>Ti, 



2 ^2 _2 

whereT1 = T0 + -^i^-,a'11=a11-iiL-4^ 
3a0aM1 6Cn    3C22 

and 

Cn = C,1 + 2C,2 , 

^22=  Cn-C12 , 

5il = qii + 2qi2 , 

I22=qii-qi2 

we have the solution for the cubic phase, 

Pi = 0,^ = 0,00=1,2, 3). (7) 

a ,2 

(ii) For Ti > T > Tc, where Tc = TD + — is the phase transition temperature, 
4a0ani 

there are two solutions: 

(a) Pi = 0,Tiij =0,(i,j=l,2,3); (8) 

(b) P = (± PT, 0, 0), (0, ± PT, 0), (0, 0, ± PT) , (9) 

with 

V 3a 
u-3aiam 

in 

„  _PTJqn  , 2q22 

"~Tlc     ~£~ 1^11       <-22 

(10) 

(11) 



!CI1      C22 (12) 

T}ij = 0,(i*j),   (i,j=l,2,3). (13) 

Here Tin and T|J_ are the normal strain components in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the 

tetragonal axis in each of the three tetragonal states, respectively, ?j is the amplitude of the 

spontaneous polarization in the tetragonal phase. 

Solution (a) represents a thermodynamically stable cubic phase and (b) indicates that an 

additional tetragonal metastable phase also exist in this temperature region. This metastable phase 

can be stabilized to become the ferroelectric phase with further cooling. Tc is the phase transition 

temperature, at which the free energies of the cubic and tetragonal phases are equal. 

(iii) For Tc > T > T0, 

solutions (a) and (b) in (ii) exist, but in this temperature region the tetragonal phase becomes 

thermodynamically stable and the cubic phase becomes metastable. 

(iv) ForT<T0, 

only the tetragonal phase exists [solution (b) in (ii)]. 

The interesting temperature region is Tj > T > T0, in which there are two solutions with 

one being stable and the other being metastable. When the system has higher energy, a modulation 

swinging back and forth between the two (local) minima can be excited. 

III.    INTRINSIC AMPLITUDE MODULATIONS 

In the study of martensitic phase transition, Falk (1993), Barsch and Krumhansl (1988), 

have derived periodic solutions for the martensite-martensite and martensite-austinite structures. 

Similarly, we can also derive such periodic solutions for a ferroelectrics system using the Landau- 

Ginzburg type of model described above ( Cao and Cross ,1991). 

Considering the nature of the modulation shown in Fig. 1 (c) the problem may be rendered 

to quasi-one-dimensional with a space variation only along the polarization direction. Similar to 

the study of 180° domains (Cao and Cross , 1991) we assume here the following ansatz for the 
polarization and strain, 

P = (0,0,P3(x3)), (i4) 

Tlij = Tlij(X3) (15) 



Note here the space variable is X3, the same as the polarization direction, while for the 180° domain 

structure the space variable is perpendicular to the polarization direction ( Cao and Cross , 1991). 

Substituting the Eqs. (14) and (15) into the energy minimization conditions and the elastic 

compatibility relations (Cao and Cross ,1991) lead to a second order nonlinear ordinary 

differential equation for P(X3), 

with 

2a1P3 + 4<x11P3 +6amP3 -g,iP3,33   =0 
(16) 

a, = a,- -22 12 
cT7q,271-L+ qircTTq'2pi. 11 11 (17) 

2 
<ll2 

0
II = °II-2C 11 (18) 

Equation (16) is equivalent to a one-dimensional model with an effective free energy density of 

feff     =        ^(P3.3)2 + a|p2 + a+p5 + aUiP5 

^(P3,3)2 + fL 

where fL is the Landau-like potential as plotted in Fig. 2. 

Direct integration of Eq. (16) leads to the following result: 

*3 -   0     J 
dP3 

-\/aJ"p2+ a"J"1P* + aui P^ - f0 

(19) 

(20) 

One can obtain different solutions depending on the value of the integration constant f0. For 

temperature region Tc < T < T\, we are interested for an f0 value in the range of fmjn < f0 < fmax as 

shown in Fig. 2. In this case, Eq. (20) can be integrated (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980) and the 

polarization has the following solution: 

P3(X3) =  Yi 
(21) 

1 - 1 - 
i 2J 

sn2 (x3/ß',k) 



and 

ß' = 1A/ "W (22) 
Y2   \2CCI,,(Y* -Y,) 

,     Y3 V^-Y2
t 

k = ,  (23) 

Y2 V Y?s - Y2! 
where yj are the roots of the radicand in the integrand of Eq. (20) and sn(x) in Eq. (21) is an elliptic 

sine function. The solution Eq. (21) is periodic with a period of 

xp = 2ß'K(k) (24) 

where K(k) is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 

Fig. 3 is an illustration of the amplitude modulation solution for a special set of parameters 

in normalized scale. The polarization is normalized in terms of the spontaneous polarization at Tc, 

\ 2oiii 
Po = A/ o (25) 

while the space variable is normalized by a factor x0, 

x  -^ /2«111 
+2
m .      (26) 

The amplitude of the polarization oscillates in space between two values that are less than 

the polarization value of the fully developed tetragonal phase, Pj, while the direction of the 

polarization is fixed. The coupling of this polarization to the elastic strain makes the modulation 

visible to the electron microscopy. 

IV.      INTERACTION BETWEEN THE AMPLITUDE MODULATION AND ALIOVALENT 

DOPING 

As shown in Fig. 2 that the amplitude modulation solution oscillating between yi and 72 

has higher energy than both the stable and the metastable states (cubic and tetragonal phases 

respectively in the case discussed above), but it can be locally stable (in configurational space) once 

being excited (Barsch and Krumhansl, 1988). The excitation has two distinct features: 



1. It exists only in a limited temperature range, i.e., TD < T < T\, hence may be closely related to 

the 'precursor' and the 'postcursor' in a first order transition. 

2. The period of the modulation is incommensurate with the lattice structure and change 

continuously with temperature. 

However, when aliovalent doping is introduced into the system, the situation will be 

changed. The existence of inhomogeneous polarization modulation means the presence of 

polarization gradient in the system. From electrostatics, there will be charge density fluctuations in 

space associated with these polarization gradients. These charge density fluctuations will interact 

with the aliovalent dopants which have excess charge, causing some ordering of these charged 

defects. On the other hand, the ordering of these defects will pin the modulations so that the period 

will become commensurate with the underlying lattice structure and may become temperature 

independent. In other words, the defect ordering will persists for lower temperatures as an 

modulation to the tetragonal phase. These facts are consistent with the experimental observations in 

the lanthanum doped lead titanate shown in Fig. 1(c) (Randall, Rossetti and Cao, 1993). 

Because the charge density fluctuations are produced at a certain temperature, they have a 

defined magnitude for specified boundary conditions, and certain amount of defects (> 5% ) are 
needed to stabilize the microstructure as indicated in Fig. 1. 

In conclusion, the amplitude modulation observed in lanthanum doped lead titanate shown 

in Fig. 1 can be understood as the results of defect stabilized intrinsic solitary periodic excitations 
which exist in systems with a first order phase transition. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 Bright field image of microstructures in a solid solution series (Pbi-3x/2Lax)Ti03. 

(a) 1% at. La - only the regular domain structure, (b) 5% at. La - some texture 

inside the domains; (c) 10% at. La - periodic modulations inside the domains; (d) 

25% at. La show no regular domains (after Randall, Rossetti and Cao, 1993). 

Figure 2 Effective free energy for temperature T with Tj > T > T0. The modulation reflects a 

periodic solution for the polarization between the two values yi and 75. 

Figure 3 The tetragonal strain along the polarization direction accompanying the periodic 
polarization modulation. 
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An improved quantitative pyroelectric characterization system has been developed in an effort to more 
thoroughly investigate the dynamic pyroelectric response of selected materials at particular temperatures 
of interest, such as at transition, or to study electrical aging effects. Specifically, the system is capable 
of measuring pyroelectric current responsivity of a wide variety of materials ranging from ferroelectric 
ceramics to polymers at constant temperature utilizing a modulated heating source technique.' Effec- 
tiveness of this system was determined through measurements of lithium tantalate and lithium niobate 
samples of various geometries. The result of the study was a comprehensive evaluation of dynamic 
pyroelectric current responsivity of these samples with a particularly good signal-to-noise enhancement 
for evaluating high noise materials such as polymer gels which are extremely difficult to evaluate using 
other techniques. These measurements revealed a significant dependence of the pyroelectric response 
on frequency of heating illumination. Bandwidth characteristics were governed primarily by the complex 
thermal diffusive properties and geometries of the samples. 

Keywords: pyroelectrics, dynamic response measurements. 

BACKGROUND 

The most widely accepted technique used to measure pyroelectric coefficient of 
materials is that described by Byer and Roundy2 in which a sample is heated or 
cooled at a sufficiently slow linear rate to achieve a known change in bulk sample 
temperature with time. Knowing the sample area, A, and measuring the d-c py- 
roelectric current, ip, calculation of the pyroelectric coefficient, pt; is quite straight- 
forward since dTldt can be considered constant. 

dP dPdT      A    dT 
= A — = A -—— = Api — 

dt dT dt y' dt (1) 

However, in certain issues such as the evaluation of pyroelectric behavior near 
transition temperatures or when measuring lossy samples under high noise con- 
ditions, the d-c pyroelectric current at precise temperature points may be difficult 
to distinguish either due to averaging the effect over a given temperature range or 
due to the presence of piezoelectric or thermoelectric noise sources. Also, since 
pyroelectric detector materials are more often utilized in some form of chopped 
illumination design at constant temperature, a system utilizing those conditions 
would be most desirable in evaluating detector material performance. Since the 
latter is an a-c system with a known chopping frequency, fc, this technique (Chy- 
noweth's Method) leads itself directly to signal-to-noise enhancement through the 
use of a lock-in analyzer or a digital signal processing. 
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QUANTITATIVE A-C PYROELECTRIC MEASUREMENT 
SYSTEM DESIGN 

Theory 

The unique feature of the present system is the type of illumination of technique 
used. Since pyroelectric detectors are usually blackened to increase thermal ab- 
sorption, they are virtually indifferent to the specific wavelength of the incident 
radiation provided the emissivity at that wavelength is known. The major task in 
quantifying a pyroelectric response system is the ability to measure exactly how 
the incident radiation is absorbed. This is most easily accomplished through the 
evaluation of the overall energy conservation equation4: 

'a   =   ' inc   —   ' / (2) 

where the accumulated power (P„) in the sample equals the incident power (Pjnc) 
less the power lost (P,). 

fine   =   WWW (3) 

P, = {%Aar\Tl + GC)AT = GAT (4) 

Pa = pAh(dATIdt) (5) 

where W = power incident (Win2); T\ = emissivity of sample surface; /(/) = 
periodic chopping function with period \; A = detector electrode area (m2); Tt) 

= background temperature (°K); G = thermal conductance and radiation con- 
ductance to surroundings in parallel (W/°K); CT = Stefan-Boltzmann's constant, 
5.66 x 10"8 W/m2 - °K; p = density of the pyroelectric material (Kg/m3); c = 
specific heat capacity of the material (J/Kg°K); AT = temperature difference be- 
tween background and sample (°K); S = thickness of sample (m). 

Using Equations (3-5), the energy conservation equation becomes: 

dApc(dAT/dt) = WAi\f(t) - GAT (6) 

This system would have a thermal time constant, T„ equal to: 

T, = Abpc/G (7) 

which would represent the low frequency lumped parameter thermal model shown 
in Figure 1(a) with a typical pyroelectric current and voltage response shown in 
Figure 1(b). Theoretically then, the pyroelectric current response (/?,) should be 
independent of heating frequency above some frequency w, = 1/RthCth and the 
high frequency rolloff in the voltage response should be limited only by measure- 
ment system input impedance. In order to eliminate the effects of stray capacitance 
and the high frequency limitation of voltage measurement, current detection was 
used to increase bandwidth fidelity. 

In particular, this approach described by Singer4 for a thermally isolated sample 
heated by a chopped (100% squarewave modulated) light beam applies directly to 
the present design as well as in the description of actual device operations. If the 
chopping period X « T„ then the approximation below is valid 

I0 = ip= WAr)PiA/2pc?> (8) 
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A. tpinc 

B. 
AT ^^ 

C V 
FIGURE 1 (a) Thermal model for low frequency analysis, (b) Plot of A7" and pyroelectric current 
response (Ri), and voltage response (Rv) versus heating frequency, (c) Relationship between incident 
power signal (A), sample temperature (B) and pyroelectric signal (C) for a chopping period much less 
than the thermal time constant. 

where 10 is the peak-to-peak excursion of the pyroelectric current. Since the heating 
frequency is much greater than w„ the heating rate is almost linear resulting in a 
waveform shown in Figure 1(c). 

It is noted here that an accurate use of Equation (8) is only possible if the thermal 
properties of the sample are known. If the thermal coefficients are unknown then 
characteristics such as pyroelectric responsivity can still be measured quantitatively. 

Sample illumination in the present system is accomplished by electronically mod- 
ulating a Seiko SMD-10E LED through a 50/125 u.m multimode fiber at 842 nm 
wavelength. Light emitted from the fiber end directly illuminates the blackened 
surface of the sample material. Considering a fiber with a numerical aperture of 
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Light 

Contact Wires 
Sample 

Glass Slide / ^   Silver  Paint 
FIGURE 2   Sample mounting. 

-0.25, an 8 mm separation produces a 4 mm diameter spot. Provided the sample 
is a disc approximately 4.5-5 mm in diameter virtually all the power emanating 
from the fiber end is incident on the sample (Figure 2), and with a high emissivity 
(T| ~ 1) coating virtually all of that incident power should be absorbed into the 
sample. Therefore, by measuring the output power of the fiber with an optical 
power meter, pyroelectric current response could be directly calculated from 

/?, = 4> (9) 

Other features of the LED/fiber system are its high stability of the chopping 
waveform essential to an accurate averaging technique, the ability to modulate any 
waveform, electrical isolation, wide-band frequency response (D.C. to 35 MHz), 
elimination of acoustic noise generated by mechanical vane choppers and a great 
reduction in cost. 

To ensure low thermal conduction to the surroundings, the sample was weakly 
thermally mounted on a glass cover slide with only enough silver paint to attach 
electrode wires. The background temperature was contolled by a MMR Technol- 
ogies System I Microrefrigerator and A MMR Technologies K-20 Programmable 
Temperature Controller which was linked via the IEEE-488 Instrumentation Bus 
with a Hewlett-Packard Series 9000 computer. The sample chamber was also evac- 
uated to -10 mT to reduce the effects of convective thermal loss. 

Pyroelectric Current Measurement 

The pyroelectric current is measured directly using a lock-in analyzer synchronized 
to the chopping frequency of the source. An EG&G Model 5208 analyzer was 
selected with an EG&G Model 181 current preamplifier. A heterodyne mixer in 
the 5208 which features a Q of about 10,000 aided significantly in noise reduction 
by reducing the observed signal bandwidth. The high sensitivity and low noise of 
the 5208/181 combined with the high current gain (10~9 A/V) of the Model 181 
gave an overall resolution of 1 fA (lO-15 A) with a usable 1 u,V resolution of the 
5208. The highest input impedance of the 181 is -10 Kft at a gain setting of 10"9 

A/V. This had no noticeable effect on the sample circuit for the samples used; 
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however, for high loss samples this input impedance would be a consideration 
restricting current gain to lower settings. The bandwidth of the 181 on the highest 
gain setting (10"9 A/V) is limited to ~2 KHz; therefore, for true fidelity in mea- 
suring frequency response, lower gain settings (such as 10~6 A/V) provided a usable 
bandwidth up to -100 KHz. In connecting the sample to the Model 181, low noise 
coaxial cable was used to reduce the effects of triboelectric noise at the input. 

One significant factor that needed consideration is that although the SMD-10E 
was square wave modulated and thus the pyroelectric signal at mid-band would 
also be a square wave, the Model 5208 responds only to the fundamental sinusoidal 
component of the modulation signal. Therefore, some adjustment must be made 
to the 5208 readings to reproduce the peak current produced by the sample. A 
square wave is represented by the Fourier series: 

/M 4   r i i 
= - /„   sin(ü)r) + - sin(3ü)/) + - sin(ürf) 

IT      |_ j 5 
(10) 

Since only the fundamental is detected, the RMS value indicated on the 5208 is 
related to the peak-to-peak square wave amplitude, /0, by: 

IT V2ir 
A. = VS2m-(2V2)-Ai = V5208 —— Ai (11) 

where V^,*, is the voltage measured by the 5208 and Ai is the current gain of the 
Model 181 in (A/V). The agreement of this method for reproducing /„ is very good 
(<1%) when compared with a calibrated oscilloscope display. The EG&G Model 
5208 has a frequency response of .5 Hz-200 KHz and is capable of an averaging 
time constant of up to 30 seconds. 

For low frequency analysis (<.5 Hz) a Hewlett-Packard 54201A digitizing os- 
cilloscope is used. The most significant feature of the HP 54201A is an ensemble 
averaging capability which allows for substantial noise reduction and signal en- 
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FIGURE 3   Overall block diagram of MRL-Chynoweth System. 
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hancement. Since again the pyroelectric signal is periodic, the oscilloscope display 
and sampling can be synchronized in time with the modulating signal. Since the 
synchronized signal will occur in the same relationship in time on the display each 
trigger cycle, the average value of each sample bin over time will closely approx- 
imate the pyroelectric signal at that point. Provided that the noise is uncorrelated 
in time with the signal, a substantial improvement in S/NR results. Another distinct 
advantage of this type of processing is that the high frequency components of the 
signal are retained. This particular method calculates a separate moving average 
for each of the 1001 data bins in the ensemble and is capable of averaging up to 
256 ensembles, updating the display with the 256 ensembles taken. The overall 
block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 3. 

Measurement Procedure 

The samples were electroded with sputtered gold layer on both sides and mounted 
on a glass cover slide. Electrical contacts were made by placing whisker-type silver 
wire on each electrode and held in place using sparse amounts of silver paint. The 
cover slide-sample assembly was thermally connected to the MMR Microrefriger- 
ator stage with heat sink compound. 

The illumination fiber was inserted into the temperature chamber through a Seko 
SAA-2 bulkhead adapter and the sample illuminate through a glass cover which 
was used to ensure vacuum integrity. The optical power incident on the sample 
was measured at the fiber end subtracting for the attenuation of the glass slide 
cover, which was measured to be -.27 db using an insertion loss technique. The 
samples were then coated on the illuminated side with black India ink and the 
emissivity taken to be ~1. 

The thermal stage was then adjusted and set for the desired background tem- 
perature, r0, after the chamber had reached sufficient vacuum (<10 mf). Allowing 
sufficient time for the temperature of the stage to stabilize, a frequency response 
profile was measured to find the peak frequency response. This was accomplished 
by biasing the SMD-10E sufficiently to enable faithful reproduction of sinusoidal 
modulation frequency (<100% amplitude modulation). The frequency was swept 
to determine the maximum response frequency and bandwidth of the sample. 
Amplitude and phase were measured at discrete frequency points with the lock-in 
analyzer. The function generator was then set to the maximum response frequency, 
which theoretically should indicate mid-band response, and the d-c removed from 
the SMD-10E. The SMD-10E was then driven by a square wave with a 50% duty 
cycle which caused 100% amplitude modulation of the SMD-10E output. Typical 
risetime for the SMD-10E was rated at 10 ns (35 MHz) which establishes the upper 
frequency limit of the driving light signal. Output power of the SMD-10E was 
measured during the on cycle to determine peak incident power. Temperature of 
the stage/sample was then stepped through the range 250-350°K and the pyroe- 
lectric current, /0, measured at chosen temperature points. The pyroelectric current 
responsivity and pyroelectric coefficient were calculated using Equations (8) and 
(9). Since the total power emitted by the fiber is incident on the sample, the power 
reading taken with the ANDO AQ-1135E could be used for WA. 

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the system, LiTa03 and LiNbO, 
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FIGURE 4 (a) Relative frequency response of lithium tantalate with respect to data taken via the 
Byer and Roundy method, (b) Relative frequency response of lithium niobate with respect to data 
taken via the Byer and Roundy method. 
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samples were chosen for the measurements of pyroelectric coefficients, and the 
results were compared with those measured by the Byer-Roundy technique. Details 
of the data and the samples are given in the appendix section of this paper. It's 
clear that the pyroelectric coefficients measured by the present system yielded the 
higher values, but the slope of the p vs. T in the case of LiTa03, seems to be very 
close, as shown in Figure 4. 

After applying the proper thermal parameters and correction factors, the values 
very close to those measured by the Byer-Roundy technique were obtained. 

The differences in the pyroelectric response data taken with the present dynamic 
system and that of Byer and Roundy, we feel, are attributable to the method and 
frequency of the heating radiation. In the Byer-Roundy method, the sample is 
uniformly heated at a pre-determined rate to generate the required change in 
temperature. Since both surfaces of the sample are heated equally, the current 
measured will be a function of the pyroelectric coefficient and the rate of change 
of the bulk temperature. In the present system, the bulk temperature of the sample 
is held constant, and induced temperature change is due to the optical illumination, 
which is incident only to one side. This may induce a temperature differential 
between the illuminated face and the opposite side of the sample which is not 
present in the Byer-Roundy system. Further, if the thermal wave propagation within 
the sample is considered, then perhaps as the illumination wavelength approaches 
twice the sample thickness the temperature phase differences at both face electrodes 
may be 180 degrees out of phase. This may explain a pyroelectric currents which 
are off by a factor of two. When attenuation of the thermal wave within the sample 
is considered, the result would then be a factor between one and two. 

AH the other reasons we discussed earlier would account only for value of the 
pyroelectric current to be less than that of Byer-Roundy. Temperature phase dif- 
ferences at the face electrodes seem to be a logical explanation, since lack of proper 
mounting of the sample would only lessen the measured current. Perhaps the answer 
is a combination of the two. 

Further design improvements would include using a programmable calibrated 
light source capable of generating approximately 1 mW of optical output power 
source. A more careful mounting of the sample and cleaner electroding practices 
should also help. 

Practical Applications and Future Work 

Perhaps the most straightforward application of this system is in detector design 
optimization. The system provides for quantitative spectral analysis of pyroelectric 
detectors in an environment similar to actual implementation. Therefore, for a 
given detector, an optimum chopping frequency could be chosen to yield maximum 
detector response. Another application could be in the study of the thermal char- 
acteristics of the sample materials perhaps in relating the depth of thermal pene- 
tration to the high frequency limit. It appears that due to the rapid thermal diffusion 
at the surface at high frequencies, as frequency is increased, more of the incident 
energy is used to heat only the regions that are responsible for generating the 
pyroelectric surface charge. This would account for some frequency dependence 
due to high efficiency heating near the surface and above which the decrease in 
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the depth of thermal penetration no longer provides sufficient heating to the deeper 
material. This could explain the effective "peak" of the pyroelectric current that 
is well above what was predicted and also the high frequency roll-off due to the 
lack of temperature change felt in the bulk at higher frequencies. 

Since it uses a highly localized fiber for illumination, locating the fiber closer to 
the material allows for the illumination area to be reduced down to the core size 
of the fiber. This could be as small as 9 u.m in diameter if single mode fiber is 
used. Thus, a precision stepper drive positioning system could move the fiber in 
an x-y plane, allowing for the examination of the microstructure of the material 
surface. This would find a direct application in array element analysis and pro- 
duction control and in the analysis of individual grains of a ceramic or composite 
detector. Studies involving the use of this system for determining electric field aging 
effects and the pyroelectric responsivity of polymer gels are also conducted suc- 
cessfully. Further refinements such as a calibrated LED source (e.g. HP 8154B) 
and spectral analysis equipment would greatly enhance the quality of the data. 

SUMMARY 

The present system has several advantageous features: 
—Use of fiber optic/electronic modulation allows for extremely accurate averaging 

techniques, greatly increasing measurement sensitivity. Rotary vane choppers 
are unstable in freq. Also much greater frequency range/modulation choices. 

—Use of optoelectronic modulation eliminates "false pyro" signals due to coupling 
of acoustic "fan noise" generated by rotary vane choppers. 

—Grounding of stage plate to dewar eliminates noise contribution from heater in 
MMR microrefrigerator vastly increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the system. 

—Optoelectronic modulation also allows thermal analysis due to ability to use CW 
sinusoidal heating, swept over frequency to determine optimum response of 
system. 

—Electric aging experiments can be conducted using fixed temperature by plotting 
pyro response over time under bias conditions. 

—Averaging oscilloscope allows viewing of sample behavior/aids in sample signal 
analysis. 

APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE PYROELECTRIC RESPONSE DATA SUMMARY 
AND ANALYSES 

1.   Dynamic Pyroelectric Signal Analysis of LiTa03 

Two samples of LiTa03 were measured to determine the pyroelectric frequency 
dependences due to varying geometry. Sample 1 was a 7 x 6 mm square with a 
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5-mm diameter disc electroded on each side. The illuminated face was blackened 
with India ink to increase thermal absorption. Data was taken using the method 
described with frequency response as follows: 

TABLE Al 
Sample 1 (LiTa03) frequency response to CW sinusoidal 

illumination. P^ = 65.4 jiW, gain = 10"6 A/V, thickness 
= 100 mm, T = 292°K 

Frequency (Hz) V5208(uV) Phase (degrees) 

0.5 6.48 54.0 
5 9.81 15.0 

10 10.81 10.0 
30 11.70 4.1 
50 11.90 3.0 

100 12.08 1.1 
200 12.17 -1.5 
300 12.06 -2.8 
500 11.83 -5.0 

1000 11.32 -7.7 
2000 10.88 -10.9 
5000 9.84 -20.0 

10,000 8.80 -31.3 
20,000 7.68 -46.7 
30,000 7.37 -60.2 

TABLE A2 
Sample 1 (LiTaOj) effective pyroelectric coefficient 

temperature dependence. Pix = 65.4 u.W, fc = 200 Hz 

Temperature (*K) lo(pA) pluC/m'-'K) Rl (nA/W) 

263 28.1 275.3 429.7 
273 28.30 277.2 432.7 
283 28.48 279.0 435.5 
293 28.68 281.0 438.5 
303 28.90 283.1 441.9 
131 29.14 285.5 445.6 
232 29.36 287.6 448.9 
333 29.54 289.4 451.7 
343 29.65 290.5 453.4 
353 29.96 293.5 458.1 
363 30.12 295.1 460.6 

Sample 2 of LiTa03 was of equal thickness (100 u,m) but was cut down to a 4- 
mm disc and fully electroded. The expected result was an increase in response due 
to reduced thermal loading of the sample as well as a decrease in the peak response 
owing to a longer thermal time constant due to less thermal dissipation to the 
nonelectroded area of Sample 1. 
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TABLE A3 

Sample 2 (LiTaOj) frequency response to CW 
sinusoidal illumination. 4-ram disc. Gain = 

10-' A/V, T = 292°K, phase was not 
measured 

Frequency (Hz) V52o8 (HV) 

.5 97.5 
1 107.3 
3 112.9 
5 113.3 

10 112.6 
20 111.0 
30 109.3 
50 105.8 

100 102.0 
300 96.6 
500 92.9 

1000 87.2 
2000 79.3 
3000 73.3 
5000 62.7 

TABLE A4 

Sample 2 (LiTa03) effective pyroelectric coefficient 
temperature dependence. /, = 35 Hz, P-m = 66.6 u-W (on- 

cycle peak power) 

Temperature CK) Io(pA) p(uC/m2-'K)       Ri(nA/W) 

253 29.30 290.6 439.9 
263 29.59 293.4 444.3 
273 29.96 297.2 449.8 
283 30.28 300.3 454.7 
293 30.72 304.7 461.3 
303 31.19 309.3 468.3 
313 31.59 313.3 474.3 
323 32.12 318.5 482.3 
333 32.54 322.7 488.6 
343 32.99 327.1 495.3 
353 33.50 332.2 503.0 
363 33.98 337.1 510.2 
373 34.63 343.4 520.0 

Repeatability of measurements for effective pyroelectric coefficient, at room tem- 
perature was extremely stable (<2% spread). Factors affecting the measurement 
stability/repeatability were often directly related to power fluctuations in the SMD- 
10E source or change in stress on the optical fiber. Figure A-l shows a typical 
pyrocurrent signal for Sample 2. 

2.    Dynamic Pyroelectric Signal Analysis of LiNb03 

Two samples of LiNb03 of different thicknesses but similar area were measured 
(Sample 3 = 430 u.m, Sample 4 = 250 u.m). Both samples had a fully electroded 
area of ~4 mm diameter and blackened with India ink as were the LiTa03 samples. 
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FIGURE AI    Pyroelectric current signal of Sample 2. T = 292- K, P11H. = 67 u.W, / = 30.6 pA. 

TABLE A5 
Sample 3 (LiNbO,) frequency response to CW 

sinusoidal illumination. Thicknesses = 430 (im, T 
292°K, Gain = 10" A/V 

Frequency (Hz) V5208 Phase(degrees 1 

.5 94.2 26.6 
1 101.1 25.6 
3 107.7 8.2 
4 108.3 4.8 
5 108.6 2.5 

10 106.0 -1.9 
30 101.3 -4.8 
50 100.0 -5.0 

100 97.2 -5.0 
300 94.0 -6.3 
500 91.8 -7.5 

1000 89.0 -10.4 

TABLE A6 
Sample 3 (LiNbOj) effective pyroelectric coefficient 
temperature dependence. P^ = 67 jiW, fc = 5 Hz 

Temperature ("K) Io(pA) p (nC/m2-*K) Rl(nA/W) 

263 2.832 72.34 42.27 
273 2.861 73.08 42.70 
283 2.888 73.76 43.10 
292 2.910 74.33 43.43 
303 2.936 75.01 43.82 
313 2.959 75.57 44.16 
323 2.996 76.54 44.72 
333 3.023 77.22 45.12 
343 3.048 77.84 45.49 
353 3.092 78.98 46.15 
363 3.116 79.60 46.51 
373 3.139 80.17 46.85 
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TABLE A7 

Sample 4 (LiNb03) frequency response to CW 
sinusoidal illumination. Thickness = 250 um, T = 

292°K, Gain = 10 ~7 A/V 

Temperature V5208 0>V) Phase (degrees 

.5 17.69 49.3 
3 23.50 15.7 
5 26.10 7.4 

10 26.25 3.4 
20 26.22 -0.5 
30 26.25 -2.5 
50 25.70 -4.3 

100 24.70 -5.4 
300 23.65 -8.1 
500 22.85 -10.1 

1000 21.40 -15.8 
3000 18.40 -27.5 
5000 16.80 -42.0 

TABLE A8 
Sample 4 (LiNbOj) effective pyroelectric coefficient 

temperature dependence. PilK. = 64.8 f«.W,/r = 10 Hz 

Temperature (*K)     l0(pA) P i\lCfl-'K) Ri(nAW) 

263 5.664 87.46 87.41 
273 5.724 88.39 88.33 
283 5.760 89.07 88.89 
293 5.809 89.69 89.65 
303 5.842 90.21 90.15 
313 5.902 91.13 91.08 
323 5.953 91.92 91.87 
333 6.013 92.85 92.79 
343 6.068 93.70 93.64 
353 6.153 95.01 94.95 
363 6.197 95.69 95.63 
373 6.235 96.28 96.22 

TABLE A9 
Comparison of MRL-PSU data with data acquired using the method of Byer and 

Roundy, T = 292°K, P\ (Byer and Roundy), F2 MRL-PSU) 

Sample Material Thickness (urn) PI (uC/m2-"K) P2 (|iOm2-'K) 

1 LiTaO, too 176 281.0 
2 LiTaO? 100 176 304.7 
3 LiNb03 430 61 74.33 
4 LiNb03 250 61 89.69 
5 P2ZN-90 313 215 296.6 
6 PZZN-92 344 214 348.6  - 
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